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PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH'S NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE
Following is President Ho Chi Minh's New Year's mesnge:
Beloved compatriots and fighters 1968 was a year of very glorious victories for our armed
forces and people throughout the country, The U.S. imperialists
has to end unconditionally their war of destruc tion 1n the North,
Since early Spring, 1968, our compatriots and fighters in heroic
South Viet Nam have continually attacked and continually risen
up. and have recorded very brilliant victories.
Certainly the U. S. aggressors wil meet with complete failure
Our armed forces and people throughout the country, dashingforward with the impetus of victories, wm s urely win complete
victory.
On the occasion of New Year, 1969, On behalf of the people
throughout our country, I wlsh to convey my warm greetings and
thanks to the brotherly socialist countries, friendly countries
and peace-and-justice-loving peoples in the world, ncluding P,he

progressive people ,in the United States, for their wholehearted
support and assistance to the Vietnamese people's struggle against
U.S. aggression, for national salvation.
1 cordially send my best wishes of solidarity, struggle and success 1n the New Year to our compatriots •.•flghters and cadres
and Chinese resident! in both South and North Viet Nam, and to
our felow-countrymen living abroad,
I dedicate the following lines to the new Spring:
Last year was fllll of glorious victories,
This year the forefront's sure to win still bigger
ones
For Independence, for Freedom,
Let's fight so the Yankgs qult, and the pupl;)ets
topple.
Forward! Fighters, coun1rymenl
North and South r'?united, could there be happier
)pringl
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PRESIDENT HO CHI MINH'S NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE
Following is President Ho Chi Minh's New Year's message:
Beloved compatriots and fighters 1968 was a year of very glorious victories for our armed
forces and people throughout the country, The U.S. imperialists
has ro end unconditionally their war of destruc tion 1n the North,
Since early Spring, 1968, our compatriots and fighters in heroic
South Viet Nam have continually attacked and condnually risen
up, and have recorded very brilliant victories.
Certainly the U, S. aggressors wll meet with complete failure
Our armed forces and people throughout the country, dashing
forward with the impetus of victories, will surely win complete
victory.

On the occasion of New Year, 1969, On behalf of the people
throughout our country, I wish to convey my warm greetings and
thanks to the brotherly socialist countries, friendly countries
and peace-and-justice-lovin~ peoples in the world. including the

progressive people jn the United States. for their wholehearted
support and assistance to the Vietnamese people's struggle against
U.S. aggression, for national salvation.
I cordially send my best wishes of solidarity, struggle and success in the New Year to our compatriots •••fighters and cadres
and Chinese residents in both South and North Viet Nam, and to
our felow-countrymen living abroad.
I dedicate the following lines to the new Spring:
Last year was full of glorious victories.
This year the forefront's sure to win still bigger
ones
For Independence, for Freedom,
Let's fight so the Yankgs quit, and the puppets
topple.
Forward/ Fighters, countrymen]
North and South reunited, could there be happier
Spring!
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MONDAY,MARCH 3, 1969

EDITORIAL ...
NATION CELEBRATES
HUEY'S BIRTHDAY

THE
GENIUS
OF
HUEY
NEWTON

By BIG MAN

Co-Editor
Thousands upon thousands stood up and

shouted ''FREE HUEYI" This is a very clear
indication that the people of racist, decadent America are aware of what's going on
and they are sick and tired of the injustices
and brutal policies of this country.

• • . by Alprentice (Bunchy) Carter

But I want to try to explain something here. I want to try to say
what Huey Newton is. The genius of Huey Newton is that he is the
highest personification of what Malcolm ever talked about. The genius
of Huey Newton and the relevance of the BLACK PANIBER PARTY
is that the Party has been engendered from the first generation of
urban blacks on the West Coast. That either if we weren't ourselves,
if the rank and file of the BLACK PANniER PARTY itself was not
born in the south, then our parents were, but that by and large we
grew up on the West Coast. That what's significant is that this has
happened. That where in the South, niggers, you know, like the white
man, racist white power tructure, is not only upon 'em, oppressing
them, around them, surrounding them, within them, intimidating them,
killing them, black people are very conscious of this happening, you
know, and consequently they're like affected by it, molded by it. And
their activities, ' their whole course of life is directed from the fact
that they ARE oppressed, surrounded, behind, over and under, by this
power struccure, by racism.
On the West Coast, it has not been the case. Like the first genera:;?veof b~!~anpu~~;;8 i~~~d c:::i:srs~ s •in:e
py:~!tf1~~J~

:~it;:

only time that we come into contact with, J mean into visual, physical
contact, is either through the businessman, the avaricious businessman, the insurance salesman, the milkman, or the occupying forces
of the pigs, you dig it? That we have not, even though we haven't
been educated, you dig it? (Like we haven't had no schoolin', because
we didn't relate to that), but we was still, by and large, kinda free.
l mean like we were able to produce a Huey Newton, a cat who could
be free, who would say, "Wei, motherfuck the police." you dig it?
"Parker's sister, too." Who could say, "The racist dog policeman
must withdraw immediately from the black community, cease the
wanton murder and brutality of black people, or suffer the wrath of
the armed people." He was free enough to realize this, and free enough
to express this. This is the genius of Huey Newton, of being able to
TAP this VAST RESERVOIR of revolutionary potential. I mean, street
niggers, you dig it? Niggers who been BAD, niggers who weren't
scared, .because they ain't never knew what to be scared was, because
they been down in these ghettos, and they knew to live they had to fight;
and so they been able to do that. But I mean to really TAP it, to really
TAP IT, to ORGANfZE it, and to direct it into an onslaught, a sortie
against the power strucrure, this is the genius of Huey Newton, this
is what Huey Newton did. Huey Newton was able to go down, and to
take the nigger on the street and relate to him, understand what was
going on inside of him, what he was thinking, and then implement that
into an organization, into a PROGRAM and a PLATFORM, you dig it?
Into the BLACK PANTHER PARTY -- and then let it spread like wildfire across this country.
This is the genius of Huey Newton, the engendering, the establishing
of the first vanguard party in the liberation struggle in the Western
hemisphere. Huey Newton and the genius of it.

HONORING BROTHER MALCOLM
On February 25, 1965, BI a ck
People lost a true revolutionary
and leader of his people. The brother of whom we speak is Malcolm Little, alias Malcolm x.

from us by establishment-oriented
provocateurs, as have beenthelives
of other revolutionaries who understood the real situation as itstands,
and w!10 posed a threat to the
racisi, decadent establishment.

But. we will not elaborate too
much on Brother Malcolm's death
We of the BLACK PANTilER
because it was his life that was
inspirational and relevant to Black PARTY and Black People all over
the nation say "Power" to Brother
People.
Malcolm and his death will not
Malcolm's life was stolen away have been in vain.

As the Minister of Defense says, it was
not his birthday that was important in itself,
but the fact that the occasion gave revolutionary potential a chance to gather. The
People have vowed that Huey will not spend
another birthday in the insane, mind-killing
factory of the master killers of America •
Branches and Chapters across the United
States held rallies and birthday parties, in
honor of HUEY P, NEWTON. Thousands of
people of all colors turned out in force to
DEMAND that Huey be set free.

In Los Angeles, San Diego, Vallejo and
Oakland, California, thepeoplehadtheopportuniry to hear Huey's message from prison.
In New York, Kansas City, and many other
cities the people heard speakers and had the
opportunity to view films on the BLACK
PANTilER PARTY.

BERKELEY BENEFIT RALLY
On Sunday, February 16, a benefit
rally for Huey P. Newton was given
at the Berkeley Communiry Theatre, in honor of the Minister of
Defense's birthday.
The theatre was almost filled
to its capacity, and the people were
exposed to a group of revolutionary
speakers such as the Chairman of
the BLACK PANTHER PARTY Bob-

by Seale, Rev. Earl Neil, Attarney Charles R. Gar-ry, ~OS l~ader
Tom H~yden, Ray Masai Hewm, a
leader m the Los Angeles chapter
of the BLAC,::K PANTHER PARTY,
and revolunonary poetry by Hrother Bunchy Carter as recited by
Baby Dee.
There was

silence surrounding the empty chair
of Huey P. Newton. But the people
themselves showed their disapproval of the absence of the Leader
and Minister of Defense of the
BLACK PANTHER PARTY,byraising clenched fists in the Black Power
salute and shouting in unison, "Free
Hueytft

an almost ominous

MESSAGE FROM HUEY
·Taped In Prison"
REVOLUTIONARY BROIBERSAND
SISTERS, WHITE RADICALS WHO
ARE BECOMING BROTHERS AND
SISTERS:

the not-too-far future. "In the near
fucure a colossal event will occur
where the masses of the people will
rise up like a mighry storm and a
hurricane, sweeping all evil gentry
and corrupt officials into their
graves." Brother Mao put that quite
well, and we will follow the pattern
and follow the thoughts of Chairman
Mao.

I'm very happy that we are all
here together today, not because
it's my birthday, but because we
should be together on any and every
Today it should mark a new time
occasion that we possibly can in the where the TWO-REVOLUTIONARY
name of solidarity.
force in the country (the TWOREVOLUTIONARY force I'm speakFebruary 17th fortunately is also ing of is the alienated white group
the Tet of the lunar new year. So and the masses of Blacks in the
we're celebrating the lunar new year ghettos, who for years sought freewith our brothers in Viet Nam. dom and liberation from a racist,
We're daily making the people more reactton-sys.tem. After approx!and more aware of the need for unity mately three years now thatthe Panamong all revolutionary people and thers have been organized, we have
also that "it's impossible for us to gained even closer relationshipwith
overcome the treacherous bureau- our Latin American brothers, our
cratic class without an organized Chicano brothers in the United
force.
States, and the Cuban people, and
every other people who are striving
The students at the many unlver- for freedom.
sities across the nation are challenging the reactionary authoriry
I would like to thank everyone
of the schools and are also point- very much for coming, and we
ing out very vividly that it's impos- must remember that we must never
sible to have a free universiry, free make excuses for such gatherings
schools, or a free society, in a so- as this. Today we'll use the exciety that's ruled by a fascist mill- c use of my birthday; but the real
tary - industrial complex. The com- issue is the need to come together
mnity is now seeing that our fight in unity and brotherhood.
on the campuses is more than just a
fight for "freedom of speech" on
Our Minister of Information Elthe campus, or Blacks gaining a dridge Cleaver is with us in spirit,
knowledge of our heritage; it's also and I'm very sure that this decashowing the direct relationship be- dent fascist society wasn't worthy
tween the reactionary government of him and couldn't tolerate his
and the agencies and Institutions presence because he acted as a
that are only an arm of these reac- guide flag for the people. So we
tionaries. Until we penetrate the must make a society that will we!communiry and make them aware, come people like our Minister of
and plant the seed of revolution, Information.
we will never have freedom at our
schools. The community now is
The Oakland Seven arenowstandbeing mobilized by the Black revo- ing trial for resisting the fascist
Jutionary forces and alongwiththem system, and we would like to let
are our white revolutionary com- them know and would like to rally
rades.
the communiry for support. They
have a very able representative in
It seems that the time has come court with them, Charles Garry, who
for an escalation of our offensive. is very capable and truly a revoJust as our brothers in Viet Nam had lutionary. Brother Eldridge Cleaver
the Tet offensive last year, this ha.s said on more than one occasion
celebration today will only be a that he would go into any court in
prelude or celebration to the offen- the world with an attorney like
sive that we are going to wage in Charles Garry. I would like to

bear witness to that from a personal experience. With a representative like Charles Garry we're
sure that we would have victory
as long as the community supports
us. We have, with the support of
the communiry and with the fine
attorney such as Charles Garry,
we have nothing to fear.
A short time ago we suffered a
very tragic experience in that two
of our very talented and gifted and
dedicated brothers were assassinated in L.A.: Brother •Bunchy•
and Brother Huggins. This was only
an escalation of the oppression
against us. The assassins were
agents oftheestablishment,andthey
took the occasion to eliminate the
people's fighters, or fighters for
the people. Knowing that the people
have no recourse, the instirutions
and the court institutions give us no
recourse because they're only representatives of the reactionarysystern. The community will have to
erect revolutionary courts and also
a communiry militia to protect the
community and see that the community gets justice.
Brother Ruben has suffered many
investigations, and now he's under
investigation. He's going to trial on
or about four or five different alleged crimes, and the crimes an:
SEEKING JUSTICE. The society
views any person who's striving
after justice and freedom and to
end exploitation as a "criminal."
We know that if we are criminals,
the criminals have received their
ultimate revenge when Karl Marx
indicted the bourgeoisie of grand
theft. We realize that it's they who
are criminals and it's they who will
have to be brought to justice. We
will have to go on fighting in spite
of the losses and in spite of the
hardships that we're bound to suffer, until the final downfall of the
reactionary power structure.

So, POWER TO THE PEOPLE,
BLACK POWER TO BLACK PEOPLE, AND PANTHER POWER TO
THE VANGUARD!
Huey P. Newton
Minister of Defense
81ack Panther Party
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FREE HUEY BIRTHDAY
RALLY IN KANSAS CITY
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CALIFORNIA

WINE

BOYCOTT

ARTICLE TO INFORM THE
BLACK COMMUNITY ABOUTTI-iE'
CONDITIONS 1N DELANO AND
IBE PROLONGED STRUGGLE OF
TiiE FARM WORKERS 1N IBE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND
TI-IE UNITED STATES.
Written
Nick De Lara
TI!E SECONDARY BOYCOTT
BECOMES PR!MAR Y
(THIS ARTICLE JS A REPRINT FR0\1 A KANSAS CITY NEWSPAPER)

LARGE TURNOUT
F'OR PANTHERS
Black Leaders 'Serve Nolice' on White Com-·
munity

TA.LK OF REVOLUTION
Crowd of 700 Packs
Gregg Center to Hear
Black-Panthers

The Black Panllier party
served notice on white
Kansas City yesterday afternoon at a rally that a
revolution is coming if
black demands for justice
and equality are not soon
satisfied.
The rally drew about 700 persons, most of them black, into
the Gregg Community center at
Seventeenth street terrace and
the Paseo. The applause and
cheers that greeted much of the
oratory indicated clearly that
not everyone was there just to
satisfy his curiosity about the
militant organization that established a chapter here Ohly
two weeks ago.
Start ls Delayed.
Scheduled to begin at 3
o'clock, the raJly did not start
until 3:30. As the long lin~ outside the building kept growing
the 300 seats filled quickly. The
crowd, three and four deep,
overflowed against the walls,
Nor did many Jeave at S
o'clock, the time it was scheduled to end. Most waited, for

A

the Panther leaders had waited
until last to speak. Their speech-

es were explosive.
''We were forced to build
this country," Pete O'Neal,
deputy chairman o( the party
here, u!d, "and-if forced t.o,
we'll tear this ... down!"
"F-eople are afraid of the word
4 revolution,' "
said Bill Whitfield, deputy minister of information. "They know the Black
Panther party is revolutionary
people. The system must be
changed. We can't go OD living
the way we're living •. . The
revolution is coming."
These and similar remarks
prompted cheers and applause.
Some Stand 'Guard'
As the crowd jammed into the
comm.unity center gymnasium,
several young men wearing
black berets and black coats
&tood along ~e walls and stage
and stared stoicly ahead with
their arms folded either in front
or in back or them.
The rally opened with a panel
discu11lon moderated by Kettl(

Hinch, deputy minister of edu-

~oa. Participants were the
Richard Saale, pastor
the Blessed Sacrament Catholic
church: Bruce Watkins, Jack-.

Rev.

of

son County circuit clerk and
city councilmu; W.

former

::"Ji/ ;tsP:!~t~1:ot'o~fe;~:_
0

ology, Methodist: the Rev.
Phillip Lawson, director of the
Methodist lnner-Oty parish,
and Bervln Fisher, president
the Lincoln CommunJty cou•

of
cu.

Their hour-long discussion
centered on the alleged injustices imposed And tolerated on
the black community by whites
in · Kansas City. The police department, the Kansas City Board
of Education, the city administration and the business leadership of the city alt received

severe criticism.

Mr, Lawson at one point said
that while .in the process ol.

changing the system there was
an immediate need to· stop the
way the police were operatin&
iD the black community.
Watkins said he was preaeqt
to find out what the Pantben

~~l be !::d:~cf of~.r:;
0

8

-.nd many others had been light.
in& !or for a long time. ,
Neglect aa Cause
"I believe in Martin · Luther

King/' Watkins Aid, •'bl.It I -

believe a man bas a right·•

protect bimsell. When peopw

ask me what are the Black Pu,
!hers going lo do, my
is, 'Whatever they do, U'•
brought 'lbout by your ne-

,..,.er

glect.'"

....

Fisher toek the tame tack,
eom.menttq: that he had re.
ceived call, last tJeek that Ile
1hould not play hosi &o the Pan.
ther1 at the meeting.
"l told them l wasn't reapon•
sible for the Black Panthers being here," he said. "The white
power structure is re!pOttsible
for th'eir being here."
A l~mlnute movie about the
Panthers' national organinUon
Gd Its leaders in Oakland,
Calif., w111 shown. When Eldridge Cleaver, author of the
best-selling "Soul on Ice" and
fu'gitive deputy minister
in-

of

formation. appt'ared on.:acreen,

he was greeted with applause..
Much of O'Neal's speech after"W,ard was devoted to the "Free
Huey" campaign that seeks the
rt!lease of Huey P. Newton from
jail in Oakland. He was convicted of manslaughter 1ast year
in connection with the death of
a poliCeman
stretched across the front of
the stage was a banner that
read: "Happy Birthday, Huey.
Huey P. Newton has got to be
FREE!" The rally was officially held to honor Newton's
birthday.

SOLD SE.S.S,10A/ AT
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This year the California Grape
8oyc0tt ls taking another turn.
For the past three years, Californians have noticed picket lines
in front of many stores. The lines
were attempts to stop shoppers
from patronizing stores that carry grapes. These efforts were
generally unsuccessful. This is the
reason for the new tactic that
' will be used by the farmworkers.
The new tactic is a petition campaign against the Safeway Stores.
This strategy was introduced by
: Fred Ross in the L.A. area last
year and proved to be very sue' cessful. So the campaign is now
going throughout the nation, You
will no longer see the picket lines
on the sidewalks in front of stores.
The farmworkers ask for your
support in the petition campaign,
and that you help as much as you
can in informing your friends.
The hope is that by closing
Safeway through petitions, Safeway will bring pressure to the
growers and force them to negotiate with the strikers. "This can
only be done with the community
support and dedication to fellow
man," said Vivian Levine, director of operations in the Oakland
East Bay Area, The farmworkers
ask all our readers to look for
the petitions and signs,
DEA TI! AND DISEASE
LURKS TI!E FARMS

A new threat is now on the
shoulders of the Farm Workers
In Delano and other areas in the
state. An exposure of the pesticides and insecticides leads the
United Farm Workers Organizing Committee to conclusions that
these agents of death and disease
must be directly responsible for
many of...lb.e illnesses and deaths
to their own, Measures are now
being taken to rectify the situation or infection in the valley.
A team of researchers attempted to look into records or the
pesticides and insecticides used
by growers but were denied access of the usually public records. It appears that there is
something being hidden by the
state and the growers in' this matter. The Farm Workers want to
know why they cannot have access
to those public records.

I

ticides and insecticides were recorded by doctors in California.
The most commonly recorded of
these diseases are: skin conditions, 452; eye conditions, 362;
systemic poisonings, 233; chemical burns, 116: from the 233
systemic poisonings, 173 (74%)
were caused by organic phosphate
pesticides, nearly 1-1/3 times
more than in 1965, Considering
the entire 1347 cases, 253 were
caused by organic phosphate pesticides, 102 by parathon, and 438
were unspecified.
unspecified.
FROM TI!E FACT SHEET

"Because the number of victims continues to increase, protective measures must be taken.
Washing of facilities for farmworkers ln the fields must become available. There shou ld be
adequate supervision of ag,ricultural chemical users. Improvements must be made concerning
the engineering of crop-dusting
aircrafts, and related equipment.
Finally, it is essential that all
pesticide containers be labelled
correct!J.' '
The farmworkers say that there
has been no immediate action take, on this matter by the growers.
1here seems to be no evidence
that the growers have conct!rn.
More over, it appears that the
growers are using this type of
chemical warfare to destroy the
farmworkers in the valley and
also destroy the valley.
According to certain leading
conservationists, the pollution of
water and food for wild life is
increasing due to the pesticides
and insecticides used in the area.
Concern to conservation is the
other primary argument for the
limit and control of these deadly
and paralyzing chemicals.
The farmworkers ask the support of the community in the attempt to put control on the users
of these chemicals. U the community can support these efforts
the struggle will become easier.
GUERILLA WAR DECLARED
AGAINST DijLANO WORKERS

For the past t\fv months, there
has been a war on in the home of•
a Delano boycott family. The home
of MI". and Mrs, Reuben Chavez,
has been the target for night raids
from some unknownguerUla force.
"We will not be moved!'' Chavez
says,
The incidents have been occurring since the family became involved in the Delano boycott, At
first it was just simple phone
call threats, and egg throwing .
Then the attacks escalated with
the use of flower pots. The missiles were thrown through the window of the Chavez home and once,
STATISTICS ARE FRIGHTENING there was a near serious victory
for the raiders. But Reuben ChaSince 1951, 32 occupational fa- vez, still refuses to move.
talities implicating agricultural
Last week there was a vigil to
chemicals occurred in California. protest the stagnancy of the police
During the same per iod, 82 chil- department. The march was very
dren and 22 adults died from ac- successful and was not at a ll viocidents attributed. to pesticides and lent, Although there was obvious
other chemica ls. A total of 136 mass support , the San Leandro
deaths caused by a variety of police had taken no action to step
dangerous substances.
up protection of the home. In
In 1966 was an even worse light of this , the Chavez fam ily
year. 1347 cases of r eported oc- ask the suppor t of the black comcupational disease , which arise munity in per suading the pigs to
fr om exposur e to certain pes- take action.
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Anothe r nt!-gative characteristic
of cultural nationalism is 'me cult

of the personality that it creates .
In all of these groups one person

CULTURAL
NATIONALISM

appears to be the moving force,
the god ; this is a bourgepis mani-

festation

of.

a class division of

superiors and infer-iors, of rich a:td
poor, high and low. But if change
comes, if the revolution is to be
made, it will be made by the peo-

ple organized by a vanguard. The job
of the vanguard is to show the people strategic method by which to

resist oppression, the oppressor,
and the oppressors, lackeys, who
are murderous cultural nationalists,
traitors,
agents - provocateur, in
short all of the Black bourgeoisie.

The Minister of Education

with money. What cultural nationaJ- lution. Once one realizes his huism did was open the ranks of the1man worth, his intrinsic value, then
bourgeoisie slightly to darker he knows that he must not tolerate
skinned sell-outs and clowns, who slavery, oppression, capitalist exrather than drive the brutal racist ploitation any longer. It is at this
police out of the community, simp!y point that the slave picks up his tools
got African names, picked up some of liberation, sharpens his razor,
culture in the white sense, and be- steals a gun, shoots a police, robs
came accepted by the traitors and a bank, seizes control of a school,
freaks known by such society names assaults a job foreman, runs a raas ., Jack and Jill, .. New Breed, US, cist landlord off, burns up a cotton
or the Yoruba Tribe of New York. field, or grape field, shoots down a
Black capitalism will only insure a helicopter.
greater raping of the Black community. Capitalism only creates rich Culrural nationalists are sissies,
individuals, rich families, such as they are afraid to force into being
the Kennedys with 600 million dol- a universal human struggle, the
lars, the racist Duponts with 7 .5 have nots against the haves, the poor
Billion dollars, a sissy named How- against the rich. Cultural nationalard Hughes with 2 billion. All of ism is a fixation, a mutation in a
these racists must be robbed com-people's development.Listen to this:
pletely. We want all our communi-freedom is a state not limited to a
ties to be rich. We want all the particular culture, race or people,
wealth redistributed, all the medi- and therefore the principles upon
cine redistributed. All of the man-which a struggle for human rights
sions given to poor We must fight is based, must be all inclusive
to make the last fi~t, and the first must apply equally for all people:
last. In short, we must make the Freedom, equality is not relative.
revolution force the ultimate change. For example, the struggle at San
When one visits a "black shop" one Francisco State is based upon three
principles:

The only brother we have today
is the brother who will help us
make the revolution. Having Black
skin has nothing to do with being a
freedom fighter. The standards are
universal; what man will use the
gun as Huey did? In Los Angeles,
California, 4 Black pigs, who are
members of the US organizations
led by a bald headed pig named
Ron Karenga, murdered 2 of the
highest officials of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, on Friday, January
18, 1969, at U.C.L.A. Bunchy and
John were shot. With brutal 357
magnum piS tolS, John's stomach
was blown out th rough his back.
Bunchy was shot in the ch~st, his
lungs were blown out of hts back
because he and John were leading
th e st udents at U.C.L.:"-·• as well
as th e ~lack_ c.ommumty in ~uthe.rn Califorma1~astruggleagamst
white supremacy m its most vicious
a nd mu rd ~rous form.: th e Los Angel~s pohce, who klll our .babieS,
ra.ctS t educators, wh_o. ktll o~r
mmds, and the avaricious bus1ness.men who sell us meat blowed
by filthy flies. These are the 7eal
reasons for th e mu rd ers, th e given
reason for th e murders ~ th at
Karenga wanted t~ be Chairman
of th e Black Studies Department
at .u.C.L.A., a $ 20,000 a year job.
This most _clea7ly shows us .that
cultural nationalists are capitalists,
gold dust_ lo~ers, and how murderous 7ap1t!hsts ar;, Karenga had
Alprennce.. Bunchy Carter, the
Deputy Mmister of Defense of the
BLACK PANT.HER PARTY, a~d_John
Jerome Hu~ms , Deputy Mmtster
of lnformatton, murdered for
$20,000. So we see how doggtsh,
b_rutal. and treacherous cultural nauonahsts are. Therefo~e, we must
end thi~ madness. We will make ~e
revolution by fighting.with the basic
to~!, the peopleor_gamzedandarmed
with the correct _ideology and. guns,
or we will continue to rot m our
ghettoes. As for the PAR!Y, we will
root out cul rural nationalism.

~e ~ust destroy all c ~ 1 tu r a I ~en, 11 ~ou can be Black, be wearn.anonahsm, because it is reac- mg African robes, speaking Swatl?nary, ~d has b~ome a tool of hili, Lengala, or Bantu (all AfriRichard Milhous Nixon, and all the can languages) then any white racist
U.S. power strucrure which divides can be Black, because they have
the poor and oppressed, and is used more money with which to buy Afby ~~ greasy-slick Black hour- rican dresses, shirts, and to pay
geotste to exploit Black people in an African traitor-tom to teach them
~e ghetto - it murdered Alpren- Swahili. Cultural nationalism is sutl~e- •Bunchy• Carter, our Deputy per natural nonsense. Cultural na!v!tru.Ster of Defense and John Hug- tionalists whether with bald heads
gms., our Deputy Minister of lnfor- such as the US nigguhs, or those
mation.
with beards and wild naturals, are
dead slaves. To say you're Black
. Cultural 1Nationalism is a fixation a~d you're p~oud and still go to
n a peoples development like a half Vietnam to fight our Vietnamese
formed baby. We mean by this that brothers or to go and entertain
culturaJ nationalism is necessary in soldiers who are exterminating the
~e early stages of a ~pie's poli_- Vie~namese people is a crime
ncal devel?pment. For instance, 1f against. all of us des.cendants of
we say we re Black and proud, we slaves m the U. S. It 1s reactionare saying. what is necessary and ary and insane, and countertrue, but bemg Black and proud will revolutionary to teach or practice
not .tree. any of us slaves. Cultural cultural nationalism. When one
Nat1onalism always exists in an op-- speaks of nationhood In terms of
- pressed people, at about the time culture only, he is admitting that
that they first begin to challenge the entire group he comes from
the oppressors' value systems. That is too weak, timid, and sissified to
is, it was not until 1965-66 that we challenge the slave master, and put
Black people began to say that we him up against the wall, take all
accepted our Black skins, our brisk of "his'' money, and redistribute
hair (nappy-kinky), our African it to all the poor. You can not say
no~es, and large lips. Prior to this that wherever Black people are,
~
pomt of development we, on a whole, there is our nation. To say this
accepted white beauty values. To is foolishness. What ff the masses
prove it, we used artra skin tone of people you're talking about are
BY:
cream, and Black and White oint- slaves, as we are in the U. S.
George Mason Murray
ment, as well as nadinola, to lighten When you talk about nationhood,
Minister of Education
our skins and thus becoming more you are talk'ing about territory
BLACK P ANTiiER PARTY
'"beautiful,• and our parents told Wi (land), people and sovereignty (pownot to let our mouths hang open, er). When we talk about becoming
because it made our lips larger. free, we have to talk about power,
getting all the goods, services, and
So in 1966 all over the U.S. we land, and returning them equally
began to challenge white supremacy to the oppressed andenslavedMexiin terms of instilling Black beauty cans, Blacks, Indians, Puertovalues in ourselves. The result was Ricans, and poor whites in the U.S.
)I ihe natural, wh;ch was good, but has
and to the rest of the oppressed and
nothing now to do with the libera- hungry people in the world. Also,
tion of the Black Community. What we have to drive the racist dog poresulted was that we began to judge lice out of our communities or kill
people by whether they wore anaru- them. Speaking Spanish, Swahili,
You •good nigger" out there jiving
ral, an African robe, called a buba, Vietnamese, Hindu, will not feed a
and vacillating. Jeopardizing your
a Doshilci, an African necklace, a starving people. Nor will wearing
life and the lives of your people.
voodoo symbol, a lion's coebone;we an African robe. But a revolution
Closing your ears to Revolution,
did notjudgepeopleonanyprinciples will smash, shatter and destroy the
Liberation, and a United Internathat had to be internalized, such as oppressor and his oppressive systional Liberation Struggle. You say
a fight to the death to end white ra- tern, return all the power, the milk,
, ..."1i....'t'l!!7"t.
you're tired of your people being
cism; or whether they were working eggs, butter, and the guns to the
exploited and oppressed and you
to redistribute all of the money the people. A revolutionary people will
---~.mean to bring about a change. Well,
rich have stolen from all of the op- not tolerate a Richard Milhous Nix"good nigger,• theonlychangethat's
pressed Black, Brown, Red, Yellow on. We must stop this Neandergoing to come about with your vacilpeople of Asia, Africa, Latin Ameri- that beast, this white supremacist !).'.!t!lji,P;~·~~==,;
lating and jiving will be a mass
ca and those within the imperialist and his millionaire budd.ies from
genocide on you and your people.
domains of North America, the freaking all the way out and exYou might as well be the same
U.S.A. We formed the cult of the terminating us, with hunger, illiteimperialist, exploiting dog that has
narural; natural barber shops; hair racy, disease, racist police bullets,
~
J .
knifed oppressedpeopleoftheworld.
products. combs, brushes began to and napalm bombs, all of us . But
~ ¢.)
Because you're definitely out to
be sold, and these shops were called Nixon, Dupont, Alioto, any racist
destroy yourself as much as any
new breed unlimited, the Black shop, capitalist will support cultural na,
•
, ,-""' ?1 ~1 capitalist racist. "Good Nigger,,.
these were our Negro businesses and tionalism. Because cultural naI'-~ .µ;J,._
why do you come up with statements
we were Black and proud.
tionalism is a bourgeois-capitalist
like: "Violence is not the answer,"
scheme, to confuse the masses of sees that Black capitalism is super 1. A fight to the death against when someone speaks of selfpeople, so that they will not as- exploitation of the poor. Martin racism.
defense? Violence! You speak of
violence, well what the hell do you
Because of our cultural nationalist sault the city halls, the bank tel- Luther King did not die for Black
fixation, we're being super ex- lers and managers, or seize con- capitalism. Malcolm X did not die 2. The right of all people to think has been perpetrated on Black
ploited. That is, we're robbed by trol of community schools. Nixon's for cultural nationalism. Huey P. determine their economic, politi- people for over 400 years? Or can
finance companies when we buy scheme is co establish a few so- Newton, our Minister of Defense, cal, social and educational des ti- you deny your history? Can you deny
the racist Power Strucrure does
cars, and furniture, and we're called black businesses, by estab- did not go to the penitentiary so that nies.
not give a damn about justice, librobbed by Black capitalists at these lishing Black capitalism. This can sissies and acid heads in yellow
various Black shops, who are selling not and will not succeed. We have sunglasses andAfricanrobes,could 3. The right for the people to erty, equality, freedom, and peace?
culture for money -- Blackness had Black Capitalists ever since piss on the poor. These three men seize power, to carry out all their It means less money in his pocket.
for money. Cotton African print the slaves in the field and the house gave up all for freedom for the goals, and answer all their needs. Yes, "good nigger," you can deny
shirts are being sold by New Breed were separated. The traitors known revolution that we must make. The In short -- ALL POWER TO IBE it •.. You say "end racism and
everything will be alright"? Can you
for $30 and $40. This is highway as the Black bourgeoisie, are Black people must force this ultimate PEOPLE.
deny that the system is not a product
robbery. So, Cultural nationalism capitalists. The Black capitalists, change. The era of cultural nationleads to the super exploitation of the in the main, have been the lemon al ism is the last stage in an op- These are principles that all hu- of the racism, that racism is a prodpoor Black, white middle class colored descendants of house nig- pressed people's development be- man beings can fight for. The fight uct of the system? And can you
clowns and bitchesofvaryingshades gers, who are now morticians, tea- fore they pick up the gun, fire is being waged by Black, Brown, deny death to a "good nigger" and
of Black and get richer, by open- chers, lawyers, doctors, post of- bomb, and dynamite in an organized Red Yellow students, and workers, long live a Revolutionary? Yes,
"good nigger," you can deny it.
ing u~ so-called Black stores. Lis- fice workers, and Black gangsters manner in order to make the revo- as well as progressive whites .
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Another n~gative chara~teristic
of cultural nationalism is the cult
of the personalfty that it creates .
In all of these groups one person
appears to be the moving force,
the god; this is a bourgepis manifestation of. a class division of
superiors and Weriors, of rich and
poor, high and low. But if change
comes, il the revolution is to be
made, it will be made by the people organized by a vanguard. The job
of the vanguard is to show the people strategic method by which to
resist oppression, the oppressor,
and the oppressors, lackeys, who
are murderous cultural nationalists,
traitors,
agents-provocateur, in
short all of the Black bourgeoisie.

CULTURAL
NATIONALISM
The Minister of Education

The only brother we have today
is the brother who will help us
make the revolution. Having Black
skin has nothing to do with being a
freedom fighter. The standards are
universal; what man will use the
gun as Huey did? In Los Angeles,
Calilornia, 4 Black pigs, who are
members of the US organizations
led by a bald headed pig named
Ron Karenga, murdered 2 of the
highest officials of the BLACK PAN-

~e ~use destroy all cul tu r a I
°:at1onahsm, because it is reacuonary, and has become a tool of
Richard Milhous Nixon, and all the
U.S. power structure which divides
the poor and oppressed, and is used
by the greasy-slick Black hourgeoisie to exploit Black people in
the ghetto - it murdered Alprentice •Bunchy" Carter, our Deputy
Minister of Defense and John Huggins, our Deputy Minister of lnformatlon.

THER PARTY, on Friday, January
18, 1969, at U.C.L.A. Bunchy and
John were shot. With brutal 357
with money, What cultural nationa!- lution. Once one realizes his hu- magn~~ pi5 rol 5 , h John~s h_5ro:;1a~h
15 ac •
ism did was open the ranks of the'man worth, his intrinsic value, then was
own out t roug
bourgeoisie slightly to darkerhe knows that he must nor tolerate Bunchy was shot in the ch~st, his
skinned sell-outs and clowns, who slavery, oppression, capitalist ex- lungs wehre blowjn hout of h 11• bdaick
rather than drive the brutal racist ploitation any longer. It is at this because e and O n were ea ng
police out of the community, simp)y point that the slave picks up his tools th e st udents at U.C.L.A., as well
got African names, picked up some of liberation, sharpens his razor, as th e ~lack_ c.ommunlty in ~uculture in the white sense, and be- steals a gun, shoots a police, robs th e.rn Califormai~aS t rugglea~amSC
came accepted by the traitors and a bank, seizes control of a school, whne supremacy m 1 moScvicious
freaks known by such society names assaults a job foreman, runs a ra- 8nd mu rd ~rous form: th e Los Anas "Jack and Jill,~ New Breed, US, cist landlord off, burns up a cotton gel~s pohce, who ktl~ ou~ btbies,
or the Yoruba Tribe of New York. field, or grape field, shoots down a ra.ctSC educators, w .0 . 11 our
Black capitalism will only insure a helicopter.
mmds, and the avaricious bustgreater raping of the Black comness.men w.ho sell us meat blowed
munity. Capitalism only creates rich Cultural nationalists are sissies, by filthy fhes. These are the :eal
individuals, rich families, such as they are afraid to force into being reasons for th e murclers, th ~ given
the Kennedys with 600 million do)- a universal human struggle, the reason for th e murd.ers h ~ th at
tars, the racist Duponts with 7.5 have nots against the haves, the poor Karenga wanted t~ be C airman
Billion dollars, a sissy named How- against the rich. Cultural national- of th e Black Studies Department
ard Hughes with 2 billion. All of ism is a fixation, a mutation in a ac .u.c.L.A., a $ 20,000 a year job.
these racists must be robbed com-people's development.Listen to this: This moS t _clea7ly shows us . th at
pletely, We want all our communi- freedom is a state not limited to a cultural nationallSts arecapitahsts •
ties to be rich. we want all the particular culture, race or people, gold duSc . lo~ers, and how murwealth redistributed, all the medi- and therefore the principles upon derous ~apit!h sts a1;, Karenga had
cine redistributed. All of the man-which a struggle for human rights Alprennce.. Bunchy Carter, th e
sions given to poor. We must fight is based, must be all inclusive, Deputy MmiSler of Defense of tbe
co make the last first, and the first must apply equally for all people, BLACK PANT!1ERPARTY,a~d_John
last. In short, we must make the Freedom, equality is not relative. Jerome Hu~mS , Deputy Mm 1ster
revolution force the ultimate change. For example, the struggle at San of lnformatton, mu rd ered for
When one visits a •black shop" one Francisco State is based upon three $ 20,000. So we see how doggish,
principles:
b_rucal_ and treacherous cultural nat1onal1:5ts are. Therefo~e, we must
end th1~ madness ..we w.ill make ~e
revolution by fighting .with the basic
tool, the peopleor_gamzedandarmed
with the correct _ideology and. guns,
or we will contmue to rot m our
~
ghettoes. As for the PARTY, we will
~... l ~
~
root out cultural nationalism.
,
_-,::;;,,==._,
BY:

ten, 11 you can be Black, be wearing African robes, speaking Swahili, Lengala, or Bantu (all African languages) then any white racist
can be Black, because they have
more money with which to buy African dresses, shirts, and to pay
an African traitor-tom to teach them
Swahili. Cultural nationalism is super natural nonsense. Cultural nationalists whether with bald heads
such as the US nigguhs, or those
with beards and wild naturals, are
dead slaves. To say you're Black
Cultural Nationalism is a fixation and you're proud and still go to
h a people's development like a half Vietnam to fight our Vietnamese
formed baby. We mean by this that brothers or to go and entertain
cultural nationalism is necessary in soldiers who are exterminating the
~e early stages of a people's poli- Vietnamese people is a crime
ttcal development. For instance, if against all of us descendants of
we say we're Black and proud, we slaves in the U. S. It is reactionare saying what is necessary and ary and insane, and countertrue, but being Black and proud will revolutionary to teach or practice
not .tree. any of us slaves. Cultural cultural nationalism. When one
Nationahsm always exists in an op... speaks of nationhood in terms of
- pressed people, at about the time culcure only, he is admitting that
that they first begin to challenge the entire group he comes from
the oppressors' value systems. That is too weak, timid, and sissified to
is, it was not until 1965-66 that we challenge the slave master, and put
Black people began to say that we him up against the wall, cake all
accepted our Black skins, our brisk of "his" money, and redistribute
hair (nappy-kinky), our African it co all the poor. You can not say
noses, and large lips. Prior to this that wherever Black people are,
point of development we, on a whole, there is our nation. To say this
accepted white beauty values. To is foolishness. What if the masses
prove it. we used artra skin tone of people you're talking about are
cream, and Black and White oint- slaves, as we are in the U. S.
George Mason Murray
ment. as well as nadinola, to lighten When you talk about nationhood,
Minister of Education
our skins and thus becomirni; more you are talk'lng about territory
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
"beautiful,• and our parents told us (land), people and sovereignty (pownot to let our mouths hang open, er). When we talk about becoming
because it made our lips larger. free, we have to talk about power,
getting all the goods, services, and
So in 1966 all over the U.S. we land, and returning them equally
began to challenge white supremacy co the oppressed and enslaved Mexiin terms of instilling Black beauty cans, Blacks, Indians. Puertovalues in ourselves. The result was Ricans, and poor whites in the U.S.
f' ihe natural, wh;ch was good, but has and to the rest of the oppressed and
nothing now to do with the libera- hungry people in the world. Also.
tion of the Black Community. What we have to drive the racist dog poresulted was that we began to judge lice out of our communities or kill
people by whether they wore anatu- them. Speaking Spanish, Swahili,
You "good nigger" out there jiving
ral, an African robe, called a buba, Vietnamese, Hindu, will not feed a
and vacillating. Jeopardizing your
a Doshiki, an African necklace, a starving people. Nor will wearing
life and the lives of your people.
voodoo symbol, a lion·s toebone;we an African robe. But a revolution
Closing your ears to Revolution,
did notjudgepeopleonanyprinciples will smash, shatter and destroy the
....
Liberation, and a United lnternathat had to be internalized, such as oppressor and his oppressive systional Liberation Struggle. You say
a fight to the death to end white ra- tern, return all the power, the milk,
......~nir"..,i!!J":
you're tired of your people being
cism; or whether they were working eggs, butcer, and the guns to the
exploited and oppressed and you
to redistribute all of the money the people. A revolutionary people will
mean to bring about a change. Well,
rich have stolen from all of the op- not tolerate a Richard Milhous Nix•good nigger,• theonlychangethat's
pressed Black, Brown, Red, Yellow on. We must stop this Neander-.....,.~.,.Wl"lii!going co come about withyourvacilP,..."Ople of Asia, Africa, Latin Amer!- that beast, this white supremacist ~~~~!~~~
lating and jiving will be a mass
ca and those within the imperialist and his millionaire buddies from
genocide on you and your people,
domains of North America, the freaking all the way out and exYou might as well be the same
U.S.A. We formed the cult of the terminating us, with hunger, i!Iiteimperialist, exploiting dog that has
natural; natural barber shops; hair racy, disease, racist police bullets,
~
knifed oppressedpeopleoftheworld.
produces. combs, brushes began to and napalm bombs, all of us. But
•
1. ~
,t)
Because you're definitely out to
be sold, and these shops were called Nixon, Dupont, Alioto, any racist
~•~ destroy yourself as much as any
new breed unlimited, the Black shop, capitalist will support cultural na,
, ,.~ _,!"<'! &'1 capitalist racist. •Good Nigger,•
these were our Negro businesses and tionalism. Because cultural na•
,,_.,.i_.,, ~I.,.,,
why do you come up with statements
we were Black and proud.
tionalism is a bourgeois-capitalist
like: "'Violence is not the answer,•
scheme, to confuse the masses of sees that Black capitalism is super I. A fight to the death against when someone speaks of selfpeople, so chat they will not as- exploitation of_ the poor. Martin racism.
defense? Violence! You speak of
violence, well what the hell do you
Because of our cultural nationalist sault the city halls, the bank tel- Luther Kmg did not die for Black
fixation, we're being super ex- lers and managers, or seize con- capitalism. Malcolm X did not die 2. The right of all people to think has been perpetrated on Black
ploited, That is, we're robbed by crol of community schools. Nixon's for cultural nationalism. Huey P. determine their economic, politi- people for over 400 years? Or can
finance companies when we buy scheme is to establish a few so- Newton, our Minister of Defense, cal, social and educational desti- you deny your history? Can you deny
the racist Power Structure does
cars, and furniture, and we're called black businesses, by es tab- did not go to the penitentiary so chat nies.
not give a damn about justice, librobbed by Black capitalists at these lishing Black capitalism. This can sissies and acid heads in yellow
various Black shops, who are selling not and will not succeed. We have sun glasses and African robes, could 3. The right for the people to ercy, equality, freedom, and peace?
culture for money -- Blackness had Black Capitalists ever since piss on the poor. These three men seize power, to carry out all their It means less money in his pocket.
for money. Cotton African print the slaves in the field and the house gave up all for freedom for the goals, and answer all their needs. Yes, •good nigger," you can deny
shirts are being sold by New Breed were separated. The traitors known revolution that we must make, The In short -- ALL POWER TO IBE it .. , You say "end racism and
everything will be alright"? Can you
for $30 and $40. This is highway as the Black bourgeoisie, are Black people must force this ultimate PEOPLE.
deny that the system is not a product
robbery. So, Cultural nationalism capitalists. The Black capitalists, change. The era of cultural nationThese are principles th_ac all hu- of the racism, that racism is a prodleads to the super exploitationofthe in the main, have been the lemon alism is the last stage in an oppoor Black, white middle class colored descendants of house nig- pressed people's development be- man beings can fight for. The fight uct of the system? And can you
clowns and bitches of varying shades gers, who are now morticians, tea- fore they pick up the gun, fire is being waged by Black, Brown, deny death to a "'good nigger• and
of Black and gee richer, by open- chers. lawyers, doctors, post of- bomb, and dynamite in an organized Red Yellow students, and workers, long live a Revolutionary? Yes,
•good nigger,• you can deny it.
ing u_~ so-called Black stores. Lis- fice workers, and Black gangsters manner in order to make the revo- as well as progressive whites.
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PUPPET
HAYAKAWA

v.s.

BOOTLICKER
WILLIE BROWN
Puppet Hayakawa and Bootlicker Brown exchange heated words on
roots of campus crisis ...

. . . but as the debate fires up, Pig Mayor Alioto tugs Puppet Hayakawa's shoulder . . .

. .. as Pig Chief Cahill puts a similar friendly arm on Bootlicker Brown
and tempers ebb

/

BOOKS
COMPLETE MARXIST WORKS
Black Struggle &Colonial Revolution, Labor plus
Literature from Vietnam
&Cuba
2509 TELEGRAPH AVE BERK.
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The People's Liberation Army of Vietnam

COLOMBIAN PEOPLE'S LIBERATION ARMY
Revoluclon, organ of the Colombian Communist Party (MarxtstLenlnist), recently pub l 1shed a
document which pointed out the
tremendous achievements In the
tlrst year of the revolutionary
armed struggle unfolded by the
Colombian People's Liberation
Army, and called upon the revoluttnary people of Colombia to
strengthen the tr struggles and
strike hard at U.S. imperialism
and the Colombian oligarchies.
The document was jointly Issued
by the Colombian Communist Party
(Marxist-Leninist), the People's
Liberation Army and the Regional
Patriotic Committee of Alto Slnu
and Alto San Jorge.
It pointed out first ot all that
the broad masses ottheColomblan
people are rising up In struggle
in all parts of the country and
their political consciousness Is
rapidly heightening.
It said: Standing In the forefront
of the triumphant struggle of the
Colombian people Is the Colombian
Communist Party (Marxtst-Lentnlst) . In Colombia, "the People's
Liberation Army, the armed arm
of our Party, has emerged and has
been growing stronger d a 11 y.
Today, it has become the brain
and spine of the armPd struggle of
our people."
Thf' People's Liberation Army,
it continued, "has unfolded its
struggle on thref' principal fronts:
fighting the f'nemy; undertaking and
developing production; and mobl-

llzlng, educating, organizing and forces."
arming the broad masses of the
The document condemned the
people. our people's army ls fight- reactionary authortttes for cruely
tng under the slogans of' absolute presecutlng the peacable lnhabtconfldence tn victory, profound and tants. rt stated: The Colombian
boundless love for our people and C om mun Is t Party (Marx ts ttrreconcflable hatred for our class Lentmlst), the People's Llberaenemtes.' we are convtenced that Uon Army and the patriotic com•we are bound to win the fight." mlttees, carrying out the line of
The document said: 11 Parallel to the Party and applying the thought
the People's Liberation Army, of the great teacher comrade Mal
there have appeared the revolu- Tse-tung, shall conttnuetostandat
ttonary peasant mmtta and the the head of the people and point
regional patriotic committees. The out to them the road of revolution.
last-mentioned are the embryo ot
It called on the Colombian people
a patriotic front ror liberation." to counter wtth conscious struggles
It pointed out: The People's Li- the repression, oppression and
beratton Army replied to the sup- exploitation of the people by u.s.
perslon of U.S. Jmperlallsm and impertallsm and the Colombian
the operations in the first year oligarchies and to firmly support
beginning from JUne 1967. In the the People's Liberation Army. It
first year's combats, the People's also called on all the fighters ot
Liberation Army killed or wound- the People's Liberation Army and
ed many enemy soldiers, captured revolutionary peasant mtlttta to
a number of weapons and recover- redouble their efforts tn annihilated the U.S. imperialist enterprises Ing the enemy.
and from the oligarchies hundreds
Revoluclon has also published
of thousands or pesos' worth of war communique No. 9 ot the Peogoods. It also recovered several pie's Liberation Army which rethousand hectares of land and ported the combat achlPvements
thousands of cattle and horses of the People's Liberation Army in
from the hands ot the big latt- June and July, 1968, The comfundists. In the course of fighting, muntque pointed out that the Peo"tl1f' People's Liberation Army plP's Liberation Army has grown
has forged ahead In its develop- stronger in the coursP of righting.
ment and its combat determination
In the first eight months of fight has brought about great success. tng, eight detachments were set up,
These successes have strengthen- Including the ,. Marla Cano'' deed our people's confidence in and 'tachment composed of women
profound love for their OVr'n armed fighters.

WORKERS CONTINUE
STRIKE IN DEFIANCE
OF TYRANNY
SPAIN

The worker and student movement has been surging forward
since the end of last year in
Spain, whch ts ruled by the fascist
chieftain Franco. Confronted with
this vigorous people's movement,
the Franco dictatorial regime,
casting aside all pretexts, declared a nationwide "state of
emergency" on January 24. But
this reactionary measure on 1y
stirred up the indignation and resistance of the Spanish people, who
have a glorious tradition of
struggle, still more.
Workers' strikes and rallies
took place in Madrid, the capital,
and Bilbao , the industrial area
in northern Spain, to protest
against the "state of emergency"
announcement and ruthless capitalist exploitation. On the evening
of February l, the people in Madrid came out against the "emergency" regulations. They shouted
"Freedom ! Freedom!'' and held
aloft placards reading "Franco,

murderer I" and courageously and
adroitly fought the fascist policemen.
In the key industrial city of
Bilbao, about 15,000 workers went
on a two-hour strike on January
31 against the capitalist owners'
unjustlllable sacking of a worker
who openly opposed the government
aMouncement of the "state of
emergency," Then on February 3
and 4 the workers in four of the
city's steel plants downed cools.
By February 6 some 25,000 workers in the Bilbao area had joined
the ranks of the strikers . The
strike was the biggest ever in
the Bilbao area in recent years.
Repressio~ of the revolutionary
people by the reactionaries can
only arouse fiercer resistance
from the people. The fascist suppression by Franco's dictatorial
regime can by no means intimidate
the Spanish people. On the contrary, it will only hasten lts
collapse.
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BLACKMAN
STANDS OFF 5
PRESS RELEASE
BLACK MAN STANDS OFF - 5
POLICEMEN, l POLICE LIEUT.,
1 POLICE CAPTAIN, 1 POLICE
00G AND l POLICE "OBSERVER"
WITH --- PENCIL AND PAPERIII

minutes prior to that."
Upon reaching the traffic signal
Mr. Walton made a left turn onto
San Antonio ·Road and proceeded to
a place where he could make a Uturn and did so, so that he could
again head south on El Camino in
search of El Monte Avenue.

"When the other cars arrived, I
ing to be gettin badge numbers
and not to shoot me on any pretext that I was attempting to escape. The first of the newly arrived
badges that l got was #3 because he
too had his hand on his gun at the
'ready.'

Mr. Walton stated the police car "After recording badge numbers
likewise made a U-turn and was im- and car numbers, I asked the permediately behind him at the traffic son in civilian clothes who was in
signal which was red at the time. Car #20 with Badge #6 if I could
"I opened my door and told the dri- have his badge number. He said
ver of the police car that l wanted that he was an 'observer' and his
him to make a right turn and to please name was Jerry Spade. Ba:ige #3
BACKGROUND:
stop so that I could speak to him to came over, hand still on gun and
ask him for directions and to dis- told Spade not to give me any more
cuss WHY he was following me.,. information and to 'let him get it
On the eve of Thanksgiving at As the eastbound light turned green, off the report.' I asked Spade if his
about 10:00 p.m., Sid Walton- left a light colored Mustang ran the red name was spelled S-p-a-d-e as in
Oakland, California and drove to his light. Mr. Walton made the right 'Sam Spade'; he glanced at Badge
E. Palo Alto residence. When he turn and parked along the side of the #3 and said nothing,
arrived home his wife reminded him road where some construction work
that they had to pick Up their ve- was being done in the 4600 block
"Mrs. Walton said that Badge
hicle from Mt. View, California. of El Camino, The police car stopped #6 came over to the car, opened
Their vehicle had been driven there about 8 feet behind him.
the door in an ill-mannered way,
by a person employed at Hillsdale
looking for the registration and did
Dodge in San Mateo because Mr.
"I got out and walked back to the not even say 'Pardon me' or 'ExWalton's busy schedule that day police car saying 'Good evening, of- cuse me, please.' "He just acted
did not allow the time to get to ficer, may I have your name and as if he owned the world,"
Police: ·No, it isn't."
Until such police behavior stops,
San Mateo before Hillsdale Dodge badge number, please?' Looking
no respect for the police departclosed at 10:00 p.m. He needed his somewhat astonished, he got out One of the Badges said that a
"I turned from the Lt. and Capt. ment is forthcoming. This is why
vehicle Thursday, a holiday, so Mr, saying, "Why?" lstatedthatlwanted car had been stolen from Hills- without responding and asked Badge minority people call police •pigs,•
Burnett agreed to drive Mr. Walton to get some directions from him dale Dodge that matched the des- #6 if he was finished with my although I feel that this is quite an
to pick up his vehicle and leave the and more specifically to inquirewhy cription and license number of the driver's license, and he said 'Yes' insult to a pig. The waragainstsuch
loaner vehicle there at Mr. Bur- he was following me.'' Rapidly un- car that I was driving (the car that and returned. it to me. I asked, human indignities is on and I pubnett's residence on El Monte Ave- snapping the leather safety strap I was driving had license number 'Am I free to go?' He indicated llcly challenge you to prove beyond
nue in Mt. View.
on his holster, he placed his hand on 1 over Sm D over L over R, 3063. that I was so I walked over to a the shadow of a doubt that there had
his service revolver, pulled it up a The license plate frame had 'San person who I had observed witnes- been reportedonNovember27,1968,
Following the direction he had bit in the holster and said, 'Get over Mateo' at the top and 'Hillsdale sing the incident. I asked for his the theft of a car matching the desbeen given, Mr. Walton took the San there!' (Indicating that I should go Dodge' at the bottom).
name to which he said, 'Chuck An- cription and 'one number off from
Antonio Road turnoff from Bayshore over by the car I was driving.) 'For
:ierson of the San Jose Mercury.' I-le havin the identical license number'
freeway and proceeded to EI Ca- what?' I asked. I stood there, pen- Lt. Corp. Storphine {Mt. View) then asked me what all the trouble "of the car which I was driving.
mine where he made a left turn. cil and paper in my hand. His hand and Capt. McFaddin (Los Altos) was about and I related the foreAs he was making the turn, Mr. was still on his gun, a hate look were on the scene also. Our dia- going train of events to him. He I maintain that you are telling a
Walton observed a police car with in his eyes, 'Give me your dri- logue went as follows:
said that he too had seen an offi- BOLD FACED lie in a thinly-veiled
two (2) occupants in the front seat. ver's license and get over there,'
cer with his hand on his gun.
attempt to cover up racist behavior.
"The driver gave me an icy cold he demanded. 'I will as soon as I Police: "Mr. Walton, why do you
You see, my wife had been driving
stare as I negotiated the turn. I gee your badge number.' I walked have a dealer license on YOUR
the car all day in San Mateo, East
commented to my wife about his close enough to him to clearly see car?"
After I departed from the scene Palo Alto, Palo Alto and San Jose.
stare, and she observed him later his badge and being damned certain
at about 11:48 p.m., I drove to Mr. Why didn't the California Higllw"ay
turn into El Camino as if in pur- that he clearly saw that I only had S.W.: "Because l have a legal right Burnett's home to pick up my ve- Patrol or any of the police in broad
suit of someone. My wife was able pencil andpaper in my hand. This to be driving this car which has a hicle. I informed him that I had open daylight detect the supposedly
to observe this because I was pro- was no time to play martyr. I wrote dealer license on it."
been stopped and that a car had stolen car?
ceeding veryslowly--mydirections down Badge #6 Car #20, gave him
supposed.ly been stolen from Hillshad erroneously stated that I was my license and following his direc- Police: "Oh, no, you don'c."
dale Dodge 'just like the one that If you cannot do this within two
to make a right turn onto El Monte tions.
I was driving except for one num- (2) weeks, then you owe me a pubafter my left turn at El Camino.
S.W.: "Why not?"
ber on the license,' to which he lie apology for your blundering deAs we passed the street that we "He looked at my license and at
replied emphatically that no car humanization of me near the corner
found not to be El Monte, my wife me. I asked him why I was be- Police: "The license number on had been stolen or reported stolen of El Camino Real and San Antonio
told me that the same police car ing treated this way and he looked this car is one number off from that from Hillsdale Dodge .
Road between the times of approxiwas following me. I replied, 'So puzzled and unable to give an an- of a car stolen from Hillsdale Dodge
mately 11:10 p.m. and 11:30 p.m.on
what, I'm not breaking the law.' Iswer. After a thoughtful pause(hand today.''
Thus the police told a BOLD November 27, 1968.
proceeded slowly along El Camino still on gun). he stated that 'it is
FACED lie to cover up for racist
looking for El Monte. After a few possible this vehicle was stolen.• S. W.: "What makes you assume that hatred and behavior on the part Racism must end or we must die
blocks, I looked for a break in traf-1 asked for what reason did he I stole THIS car with a DIFFER- .of a white policeman desiring to fighting to end racist behavior.
fie and a safe place to turn around. think that it was stolen. He again ENT license number?"
harass a Black person. I mainI found such a place near Gorky's looked puzzled, gave no answer,
tain that the Lt. and the Capt.
Can you dig it?
Restaurant and proceeded back to- back-stepped to the car with hand Police: "Did you borrowitorSOME-were there to cover up his blunwards the corner of El Camino still on gun, got in and picked up his THD'-IG?"
der.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
and San Antonio Road. My wife ob- microphone.
Sid Walton is currently under fire
served the police car make a quick "Soon, Mt. View and Los Altos ·s.w.: •what are my constitutional The police knew that in this ra- in Palo Alto for trying to develop
U-turn and again follow us. Ac this police cars came up -- Car #4, rights concerning the refusal to cial society that Black people are
multi-racial understanding and
point it was quite obvious that the Badges #7 and #13; Car #12, Badges answer your question before you the victims of dealers, not dealers
for defending the BLACK PANcar was following us and I became #3 and #30: Car #14, Badges #9" answer my previous question? The themselves, and thus instinctively THER PARTY program and platconcerned as to why, especially and #18; Station wagon License No. burden of proof is on you to prove felt that a Black man HAD to have
form. Recent th~ats have been
since he had given me such an icy 16006 with two (2) unidentified uni- that the car is stolen and that you an explanation for driving a white
made against his life by cowardstare as I made my rurn a few formed police and one dog.
have the right to further detain me." man's car.
Iy anonymous phone callers.

SID WALTON MAKES OPEN CHALLENGE TO THE POLICE DEPARTMENTS OF LOS ALTOS AND
MOUNTAIN VIEW.

SAN DIEGO BRANCH REPORTS
The racist, exploitative pig power structure and their pork chops,
we mean the US organization and
other provocateur agents sent into
the Party (two informers have
been caught and kicked out by the
San Diego branch of the Black
Panther Party) are bent on destroying the local leadership, the
San Diego Black Panther Party
central staff.
'
This press conference is held
to let the community know that
bald-headed US organization niggers, working with the F.B.l. and
local pig forces, are staging some
lying bullshit and some murderous
activity, similar to what happened
in LA. to our Deputy Minister of
Defense, Alpremice ''Bun ch y''
Carter and John Huggins, our Deputy Minister of Information. Planting o·t marijuana in some responsible Black Panther Party members' home and persons and lying
at door fronts are present tactics. Arrests immediately follow
such plants of marijuana. For

what? They're done totryanddraw
the community away from the correct teachings of our Minister of
Defense, Huey P. Newton, On the
Correct Handling of a Revolution
and other teachings that engender
the need for the Black Panther
Party here in San Diego. Those
who accuse the Black Panther
Party of erroneous activity are
the ones bent on destroying its
leadership. On the west coast,
some IO members have been killed
in the last year. And in defense
of our lives. some 8 pigs have
been killed, according to informatlon that has been received
from reliable sources.
Any kind of indictments (grand
jury or federal) that are planned
to try and make mass arrests and
murders of Panther members is
no more than the murder of Bobby
Hutton a year ago and the murder
of "Bunchy'' and John Huggins in
L.A. last month . Don'texpectthe
Black Panther Party co say anything in public about what we are

going to do. What we're doing first
is informing the community what
we all should expect, that is, we
all must defend ourselves when
attacked by pigs and pork chop
cultural nationalist niggers, The
community can stop the pig power
structure and their pork chops by
denouncing them as atrocious,
murderous, greedy men, bent on
exploiting the black community
{that•~ Black Capitalism, what Karenga s.1,,:! theUSorganizationuse).
And capitalism put us in slavery,
and it's got all other oppressed
peoples in semi-slavery in this
country, from the students and
workers, to theemployedandmas sive unemployed black peoples.
The Black Panther Party says that
we ktlow the masses of the people
aren't stupid like the pork chops
and big power structure thinks.
LET'S DEFEND! LET'S STICK
TOGE"IHER, WAGE A PEOPLE'S
REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
FOR TI-IE FREEDOM POWER TO
11-IE PEOPLE.
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HARASSMENT OF BLACKS IN
SACRAMENTO WHITE FRONT STORE
On February 2, 1969, at 6:40 PM Captain went out to talk to her.
myself along with the Lieutenant After talking with the lady, the
of Defense Jerry Davis, Captain off_ap~¥} and I decided to go to
Defense Charles Bronson and Bro- White Front Stores and take a photo
ther Odinga went out to W h 1 te of the imposter. We were joined by
Front Department Store in South Brother Odinga and Lieutenant of
Sacramento on complaints of var- Defense. Since the lady and her
ious people. They called asking why kids were surrounded by these
were the Panthers searching Black crackers with sticks, wrenches,
.
people in the store for looking sus- and other weapons, we decided to
picious. At first we thought it was take precuations.
just a crank call until the calls
When we got to White Front we
continued.
went to the manager's office, Since
The latest complaint was that a the manager was so hostile, we
, . Black woman and her lclds were then asked to see the nigger. He
DATE: February 20, 1969 (date ot park. I was dressing for work and Minnie Turner (Mrs. Stokes s is- intimidated and threatened by the didn't come out of the manager's
recording: February 21, 1969) .didn"t have my clothes on so I just ter), car!le down to the polic~ station store clerks and the nigger store office, and we noticed the manager
threw a coat on and ran down to the to inquire about her sons bike. walker. It was found that the nig-was probably calling the pigs so
PLACE: Shield's Park, North Rich- park to see what was going on. I They )the police) grabbed her, _t h rew ger bad been impersonating a Pan-we left. When we got outside a
mond
tried to ask the police what was going her on the floor with his knee m her ther to gain confidence of the peo- few cars of pigs were already drivon~ I told them that these were my back to hold her down. He couldn't ple so he could hold them for the ing up and when we got to our
TIME: Between 7:30 p.m. and 8:30 children. They didn't answer me. do this effectively because she was m~ger. Anyway, the woman, Mrs. car th~ Chief Hog was driving up.
p.m.
They just started beating on me with pregnant. She started yo,niting a nd Henderson, and her kids, were sur- Chief Hog Misterly then ordered
a stick. Walter really got mad when as_ked for medical at(ention, but rounded by the cracker store clerks bis dogs to surround us. The CapCAUSE OF ACTION: Police officer he saw them beating on me and he th~ was refused. Bo th Jackie and and the nigger. After they found tain asked if we were being arclaimed Bruce (Mrs. Stokes' son) told them to stop. They turned around Mi.nnie were searched by a police- nothing, they let them go.
rested and they said we were bewas sitting on a stolen bicycle. to start beating on him again, but I woman in front of four male ofing detained. After producing iden,
told him to run. He couldn't run too ficers.
The woman called the pigs and tification, we were handcuffed and
MRS. STOKES' STORY:
fast because of his previous beat.
h when they came, they checked with placed in the pig pen. They wouldn't
•
ing from the police, plus he had a
Till now, nobody knows what as the manager and told Mrs. Hen-1tell us u11til we were downtown.
"M'y'- children were at the park wound on his side where he had been happened to th e bike. The Sergeant derson •there's nothing we can dotbat We were booked for disturbing
playing last night. Bruce (10 years shot at by the police as he was run- called somebody to ask what should since you weren't banned.~ Mrs. the peace. Bail was $125.00 apiece.
of age) told me that a patrol car ning into the field. He was just run- he do with the bike. The man told Henderson had her daughter with
came by. One of the officers got out ning blind. He finally ended up at his him I don't give a damn what you do her at the time, and her daughter We were booked at approximately
and come over to where hewu. The grandmother's house.
with the bike. I saw the Sergeant is expecting a baby any day. As a 7:-45 p.m. and bailed out at 11:30
officer told Bruce to take his bike
slam the bicycle down on th e s1de- result of the incident the daughterp.m. On Monday, we pleaded not
and go get 1n the car. Bruce said By this time, the police were beat- walk,
was almost hospitalized. After the guilty to the charge and have to
no. You see, he didn't know what be Ing Benita (15 years of age). An,
incident, Mrs. Henderson contacted return on February 27, 1969.
was getting in the car for and.where thony was hit across the shoulder
I didn t take all my lclds to the a jive lawyer for a possible suit
they were taking him, so he was with a stick. Ricky (9 years of age) doctor because I thought the police in the case, but got the run around.
James Mott
afraid. The cops then started sling- was swung at and missed when he were still outside and l was afraid
Lieutenant of Education
tng Bruce around. Of course, this ducked. James Otis (1-4 years of of what they might do. Doug Elli- She then called the BLACK PANBLACK P AN'IHER PARTY
incited the other children and they age) was hospitalized because of the son came out to collect information THER PARTY, and the Defense
Sacramento, Calif.
came into the act. Jackie (1-4 years tracrured arm he suffered at the about the incident that same night,
of age) told police not to sling hands of the pocllce that night.
Bruce around. The police looked
The police bad Minnie in jail
at her,walkedoverandstartedpusb- Donnell (a New Careerist) was on felony charges . She was charged
ing her around. Walter (17 years of involved because Benita came run- with:
age) told the police not to push ning to his home crying and telling
Jackie around, The police struck him what was going on at the park.
1. Kicking out the door.
Jackie and tried to hit her in the Donnell went to investigate her story
2. Kicking out the window.
face, but she covered her face with and they arrested and booked him
3. Kicking an officer.
her arms.
because of this.
4. Hitting an officer with an
The police then radioed for help,
I went down to the police station
ashtray.
NSubjectivism" ..• from a Male's know it sooner than others, for
After the other cops came, they to see my daughter after they had
point of view
example, Brothers who seek out
started messing with Walter. They arrested her. I wanted to talk to
The irony of this racist brutal
the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.
told him to go home and get his Police Chief Murphy, but the po- action by the pig department of Revolutionaries are a small lot Black women today relate_ to the
brothers to come and help him. liceman on duty wouldn't give me Richmond was the fact that they indeed. Yetrevolutionarywomenare revolution only from the viewpoint
Some of the other police were hold- the number. I talked to the Ser- perpetrated these atrocious acts not fewer. Black women are for the of Culrure Nationalism. They reing Jackie. Walter told them to stop geant at the window and he told me becauseofastolenbicycle. Because most part selfish and subjective. late to the "natural" look, the Afro
feeling on Jackie. They were trying I was going to jail if I caused any the bicycle belonged to the boy In past times Black men existed dress, and they dig on courses in
to drag her into the bathroom. At more trouble. The Sergeant grabbed that they first started beating. But in a matriarchal society, where Swahili. The Black women's man
one point, they had heron the ground my arm and Carl (25 years of because the child was Black, and the women were the only mem- may also relate to all of these
and were feeling her breasts.
age) tried to remove the Sergeant's the job of the pigs is only to protect hers of the family to work. This things. But when the Black man
hand from my arm. 11tat's when the avaricious businessman in the condition created a feeling of super- starts to talk about getting some
The first time I knew about the the free-for-all fight started.
Black Community who steals from iority in Black women.
guns and offing some white pig
fight was a little after it had started.
Black People and in essence is
who misuses or abuses him, his
One of my boys complained at home Donnell was standing at the stairs the criminal.
Black women have failed to Sl:!e woman starts to fall apart.She calls
about somebody fighting at the park. of the police station. They grabbed
that this unbalanced economic con- her man a fool, and tells him
I told him that it was just the chit- him andputhandcuffsonhimandthen
THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY diuon helped to rob the men of their he's crazy. To a great extent, her
dren playing. He kept saying no, booked him. He was strangled by the says Black People must unite and manhood. The young Black man to- attitude explains the high rate of
somebody wasfightingbecausethere police and beaten and his head was defend themselves from this racist day is a revolutionary consciously divorce among Panthers and other
1
was a lot of police cars around the slung against the wall.
decadent society.
,
or unconsciously. Some come to revolutionaries,

PIG HARASSMENT

BLACK WOMEN AND
THE REVOLUTION
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It's .a mown fact that the us orcr.a.tton uaes coerctoa aga1nst otberlack people, a:peclftcally aplnst memrs of the Black Concreu ln Los
ngeles and members of the BSU ln
os Angeles. While I don't ha. ve any ci.tnite tntormation I'll be wUUng to bet
0 to 1 they tilled some o! them dawn
ere and lta Just absurd. The Pl&'
wer structure la out trying to crush
he Black Panther Party be::auae the
lack Panther Party ts atcniftcanUy
elating to tbe butc political desires
d needs of black people 1n a revlutiooary poUttcal fasbion. The pork
bop nationalists be1ng part of the pig
ave been aJdlne tbem 1n thta: attempt.

I

CULTURAL NATIONAUSM

CHAIRMAN BOBBY SEALE
--FROM lliE MARCH._
1969, ISSUE OF "THE•
MOVEMENT."

THE MOVEMENT: RecenUy the Black
rant.bar Party announced pl1J18 to hold
naUomride Mrthday parties tor Huey P.
,Newton. Would you tell us wben they are
iroine to take place and some of the
lblnk1nc behind this Procr&lll?
BOBBY SEALE: Hue)"• birthday ls on
J)le 17tb of February and we plan to
bold the ralUes on that date or on that
Weekend. We want people a.round the
ccnmtry to celebrate lj:uep P. Newton's
birthday aod the Party is: roinr to do
lt• best, throueb Us forty odd chapters
around the country, to ret out. u much
lnformaUon as possible to people concerning the status of Hue)" s case.

c:1~r~sui:;::

Co~U: :::::lyd:n
bail motion a.nd that ls now going to
be sent to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In addition there is a motion for mistrial also going to the supreme Court.
The basis tor this mistrial motion ts
the fact that Greer's (star prosecution
witness) testimony wu changed by the
District Attorney. The original statement that he gave to the police department stated that he • DID NOT" GET
A CLEAR LOOK at who it was, but
later Jensen, the assistant D.A cba'nged
the statement saying that he did. The
Judge has! to admit, while the Jury was
out deliberating, that Greer's statement
was changed and that this information
should be given to the jury, but it never
really was. Later after the Jury convicted Huey ot THIRD degree murder,
and not FIRST degree, the members of
the jury stated that they didn't know
anything about the fact that Greer's
testimony had been changed by Jensen.
(For complete details on the Greer
testimony and other aspects of HueY' s
trial see the MOVEMENT, October,
1968). We feel that these are the key
grounds tor mistrial and that a mistrial will automatically warrant bail for
Huey on this particular charge because
the only thing they can charge bim with
ff• third degree murder (manslaughter)
and not first.
rd llke to say too that we respect
the tact that a lot o! people came forth
and stood for the posttlon that Huey P.
Newton should be set free. We've found
out, now that all this is over, that the
Jury did have a lot o! political pressure
from the masses of the people outthere,
black, white and Mexican-American who
stood tor the fact that Huey P. Newton
should be set free.
We want now to remoblllze the people
around the !act that Huey P, Newton
must receive a mlstrtal--that the battle
ts really not over just because some
sltck poltticlans did some lying and pulled
some tricks in the courtroom. We should
not stop and g1 ve up and say this ls the
end o! 1t because with the forty some odd
chapters of the Black Panther Party
across the country and other organizations such as SOS, Peace and Freedom
parties and other organJzattons who
understand the tricks that the pigs and
the power structure are going to pull
we can once again put pressure from the
masses ot people on the -e:ourts. If we
don't they will just sit there and pull
their same old lying tricks again and
try and keep Huey P. Newton as a political prisoner tor the next !l!teen years.

DEFENSE COMMITTEES
What we want 'to do Is set up defense
committees across the nation--Newton/
·cleaver defense committees. The International Commlttee to Defend Eldridge
Cleaver Is the same as Huey's defense
fund drive, These groups a.re working
and· tuncUonlng to raise funds !or the
legal defense primarily. At the same
time they are trytna- to educate the
masses of people about political prisoners as a whole, all o! them. We under..
stand that Huey P. Newton Is the key

polltical prisoner in this country at
lbe present trme, Eldrf.dp Cleave~ wbo
bu beei;i forced lnto enle,1.a also blply
•t,rutlcant. We bave a lot of brothers
bere ln the party wbo ba ve been charged
, with crimes and wbo are also poltttcal
prlaoaers u lone u they are wlth!n
the confines of those Jails that the ptc
power structure puts up. We want people
to be educated on a massive level and
the tey issue ls to get them to relate
to the fact that we want Huey P. Newton
set free. We want amnesty !or Eldridge
Clea.ver and we wa.nt a.11 black political
prisoners, a.II polltlcal prisoners rep.rd.less o! thetr color, to be set tree.
These people who are poUttcal prisoners
are only trying to educate us to the true
nature o! this racist, decadent, explolta~
ttve, capltallsUc system.
We want these Newton/Cleaver defense
committees to be ongoing, Their first
objecU ve should be to raise some funds
and that ls one o! the purposes of the
Free Huey birthday benefit celebrations.
After that we want the Newton/Cleaver
defense committees to hang together and
build their committees so that they can
go toward with the program to educate
the muses of people untll we get Huey
P. Newlon set free. Ongoing unUI we get
amnesty for Eldridge Cleaver. Ongoing
untu we tree all poUUcal prisoners and
begin to change this racist, decadent system.

LA. ASSASSINATIONS
MOVEMENT: Recently in Los Angles
the Black Panther Party was. attacked
by groups other than the ofilcial police
In the form of assassination of two key
leaders, John Huggins, Deputy Minister
o! Information o! Southern California;
and AJprenUce • Bunchy" Carter, Deputy
Minister of Defense ot Southern Calllornta. Would you comment on these
assasstnaUons?
BOBBY: The political usassinations
are, of course, directly related to this
atrocious, murderous system. As Brother Maasia, one o! the new leaders of
the chapter tn L.A. says, •There's a
hog (demogogic politicians), there's a
pig (racist police forces), and there's
a boar (avaraclous businessmen). Those
who com mltted the assasslhatlons in Los
Angeles are pork chops and .. the pork
chops are in tact the same as the ptg.
Now we know tor a fact that the pork
chops, the cultural nationalists In this
country, are earlly swayed and used by
pig power structure. In Los Angeles 1t
wa.s the pork chops of the organization,
US, led by Ron Karenga that are responsible tor the political assassinations
of two of our main leaders, John Huggins
and Alprenttce • Bunchy" Carter.
This ts not the first confllct between
the Panthers and US. In the past they
have been protected by the pigs. Over
a year ago a couple of members o! US
got into an argument with a Black Panther member and they followed him
home and as be was going Into his house
they started shooting at him. The Panther drew out bis gun and started shooting back while he retreated into his
house. There he continued shooting out
the window. Some neighbors called the
pollce when they heard the shoottng.
Here's these bald headed US niggers
standing out behind a car shooting in
at the house and this Panther and a couple
of his friends inside shooting back out,
defending theselves, when the pigs drive
up. The righteous poUce force drives up
Jlnd they stand out behind the cars help-

t:~

t~:e
iosus:~':f~:u;ht':i°:Y t::a~: :~;
house and arrested two o! the three
people inside, the other one escaping.
It just shows that the pork chops have
direct, actual protection from the racist
pig department who've been murdering
black people in the streets.

OVEMENT: What do you think there
about cultural nattooallsm,uidefrom
e agents within tbetr lfOUP8, that
akes tltem the enemy of revoluttonrtea:?
OBBY: Well, l understand cultural
ailooallsm this way. Tbey come prlarUy from the middle class bourreotse.
bey ba ve a. tendency to practice a
form of black racism, inttially throueb
rhetoric. Franz Fannon, who wrote UJe
book, WRETCHED OF THE EARTH,
states that many time a our black brothers
wbo a.re 1n qiese colleges and wborelate
to the bourgeois cla.ss ba.ve their intellectual possessions sUll 1n pawn to
the Man's system so mpcb that they.
begin to hate a white persoo simply
beca.uae of the cblor of their skin. That's
really pra.cUcing the same racism that
exists in the system that we are trytng
to destroy. This ts trying to tight ffre
with tire. Thia: 1s not a funcilonal thing
to do because every practical person
n the black community knO'Ws that 1f
ffre starts 1n their house they don't
o running to get some ttre to put tt
ut, they get some water to put the ffre
ut beca.use everybody knows that you
ut ffre out with water.
The Black Panther Party gets thJs
nalysts and thJs understanding from ha vng a broader perspective of what the
class system ts about. We think the
cultural nationallst' s ideology is very
ltmlted. The first thing they start talking
a.bout ts their culture. TheY' re trying to
tdentUy, they' re the ones wbO' ve been
lost, that have been most disconnected
with the culture of Africa or what have
you or whatever they think they might
need to sustain themselves. They are
more easily used by the pig power structure than the masses--the field niggers.
A fteld nigger ts literally robbed by
the ptg power structure and he figures
out a way to go forth and take back some
of that stuff that was robbed from him
--as an individual without being able
to articulate 1t himself.
Now this cultural nationalist is sup..
pose to be able to articulate and he
does, but he does so in such a fashion
that projects thJs same ratcst capitalist
system. That's very important because
f.be capitalist system ts a class system.
The Black Panther Party is dealing
ore with killing and getting rid of the
ass system. We' re talking about soclalm. The cultural nationalists say that
octaltsm won• t do anything for us.
here's the contradictionbetweentheold
nd the new. Black people have no time
practice black racism and the masses
black people do noi bate white people
st because o! the color of their skin.
hat the masses of black people actually
hate (and this Is something 1 have said
hme and time again; Huey has said It
time and time again) ls what ts being
jdone to us and ~e system that creates
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1::e~0 ' : t~~:k people under•tand there's a few John Browns around
Somewhere who are going to be helping
to get rid o! those racts~. capttallsUc
exploiters tn this country. So we're
not colng to go out fooUshly and say
the .. ,~- ts no posslb111ty o! aligning wlth
9ome rtghteous white revolutionaries,
p• \1 o::' ::an-American revolut1ona:-tes,
or other poor and oppressed peop'es
ln th.ls country who might come to see
the Ucht about the fact that it's the
capita.list syst "!m ~ hat they must get
rtd of.
A cultural naUonallst ls a fool. The
white racist power structure wlll holler
•black ca.plta.llsm" and just because the
word bla.:k ts on the front of capttaUsm
he relates to it. But the Black Panther
Party ls smarter than that becaus,.! we
ask the question what about Jewish
capitalism? What about Irish capitalism?
NI hat a.bout Anglo-Sa.:<on capitalism? The
only thing the}"' ve ever done tor us,
lf you look back in history, especlally
Anclo-Saxon and Irish capitalism, wa.s to
perpetuate the exploitation. The AnetoSax:>n capltaUst kept black people in
sla·,~ri', s!Jle the land away from the
indians, oppressed Mexican-Americans,
oppressed Chinese-Americans. So caPitaUsm can't be any goPd for us and
this ls what these culturl41 nationalists
don't understand. They d,:,n't lcnow-bow
to deal with that. So they come up Ud

tell us tb1DC8 Uke, •I'm trtckinr the
111an out ol some of thJa: moneY". Well

the man ts the bigpa:t trickster 1n the
damn world. lfe ha.s tricked people out

of whole countries, out ot whole cool1nents and here l• this fool, this lg•
no rant ass comlng · down telling us Ile' s
trlclt!nc the man out ot somethlnl'. So
we say that once we understand what
clus ls all a.bout we are eotnc to have
to show these tools that tbey' re golne
to have to get some broader ideology.

POINT OF STRAIN
MOVEMENT: U we could d(l~ve tnto
this a. little further. As long u 6 or
9 months ago Eldridge predicted tbat
there would be these kinds of asstna~
t1ona by cultural naUom.llst croups worklng with the Man. We have always felt
that one of the key points of strain
between cultural naUooallsts and tbe
revotuttoaary nailooal1sts, led tu- tbe
Black Panther Party, wu over some of
tbe !deo!oetcal queatlolls you bave Juat
raised. Specl.Dcally the Panther ldeolOCl',
'ma1D.ly expreoaed by Hue; ,ia the need
tor revolutlonary natiooallsm coupled
with the need tor revolution In the
white mother country. (See Huey Newton
tall's to tbe MOVEMENT, August, 1968.
Also' available u a pampblet fr lll foe
MOVEMENT PRESS, 330 Grove St.,S.F.
Call!ornia 94102 or SOS, 1608 West
~ad!son st., Cblcago, Ill. 60612 - 15~)
Would you llke to comment on this
llspect.
BOBBY: The cultural naUonaUsts ba.ve
a.ccused the Black Pa,ther Party 'Jl
being, I have to laueti at this, a •front
for white rad.Jca.ls• and o! course we
not a front for white radicals. We
e an organir.aUon that represent black
ople and many white radicals relate
this and understand that the Black
anther Party is a righteous tevoluonary front against this racist, decent, capltallstlc system. our organt.zation doesn't have any white people as
members. U a white man in a radical
,s:roup wants to give me some guns, I'll
take them. I'm not going to refuse them
because be' s wblte.
Eldridge talked about the necessity
for liberation in the colony and revolution in the mother country. I'd llke to
explain it more on a practical level.
What's happening here ts that it's impossible, as Huey says, for us to have
control ot the 1nstttunons in our community when a capitalistic system exists
on the outside ot tt. When 1n tact the
capitalistic system was the very system
that enslaved us add ls responsible for
our continued oppression. So J! we want
to develop a socialistic system wtthin
the black community we're saying Us
also going to have to exist In the white
community. We're saying that the white
community, the mother country, ls the
father o! racist, exploltatlve capitalism
and It exploits black people in the black
community. When Nixon beginstospread
the idea o! black capitalism all he's
doing ls strengthening the capltaltstlc
system which ts \he very system that
put us in slavery.

i

BLACK CAPITALISM
The cultural nattonallsts ba ve a large
tendency to relate to black capitalism.
We say that's wrong. We'retalldngabout
socialism as a whole and not just black
soclallsm. It would be absurd to go to
Cuba and start talking about black socialism, The cultural nationalists talk about
the thJrd world. We talk about the colored
peoples of the world but at the same time
there are stUI going to be many many
white people who are going to want to
change the system because they are
part and parcel of the development of
mankind. It the third world and the majority o! the poor oppressed people hap..
pen to be colored and they make a profound impact upon large numbers of
white people about a new and better
system where mankind doesn't exploit
mankind then 1n fact this ts pos1Uve,
not negative.
The cultural naUonaJtsts don't under•
stand that when the Black Panther Party
has alliances or coallttons with white
people 1t ls with those white people who
are basically opposed to the racist,
capttallstlc system. The cultural nationalists don't have enougli sense to
see this. These same cultural nationalists want to work downtown with the
capltaltsts. They want jobs there in the
poverty programs. They claim they are
tricking the Man. They are working with
the REAL AVARICIOUS PIGS who ha va
been oppreSslng them for 400 years.
We are trying to make a profound impact on a lot of white people In this
country and especially those liberals,
leftists~d radica.ls ln the white community to understand what we're really
·saying.
The wbltes wtll have to go back and
shoot their mothers and fathers wbo are
across this country and around the
world. That's exactly wlla.t' s golng to have
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bappen and we don't pull any bones

our 9Dd. If we see a black cop rldlng
own tbe street murdertnc a bl.act man
brutallz1nC blm, it's not tbe color
Illa skin lta the acUons and the thlnc•
he'• dolDI tbat we're opposed to, ao
we're eolnl to have to k1ll b1m too. It
doesn't make.any dlffereDCe what color
the perlOD's at1n ls, Ws wbat the per#OD la dolnc to the people.
Butcally cultural nationaltsta turn

Ca:.,-:.=., =•;.'°:,.r:i~t 1:1!

no cultural natioDallstl: 1P thls country
wbo are ColDJ to nm around and murder
and brulallae and Intimidate people juat
for some chictenahlt chump cbanp. And
If tbey tb1Dk theY"re md, well they
lwl't .... nothl.ac yet.
tMOVEMEN"r! Ha" you had a' problem
with cultural mtl...Uats c:om!Jlg Into
the Black Panther Party?
BOBBY: If any black man comes 1nto
the party and be' s a black racist we
aay be'• sot a right to be a black

racJst, but be baa no rtcbt to hlnder
the revolutionary program, And tbe revolutionary proeram does oot at all cater

to a pblloaaphy of black raclsm, rt
caters to a pblloaopby of revolutionary
&ballp.

l

PURGES

!=

MOVEMENT: We raised thla question

ea= ;:e~~~su::ve

oftalk~
teroal purees 1n the party. Would you
e to comment on this?
BBY: The internal purges ln the Party
e primarily to getrldofpeoplewhoare
ylng to practice schiam--a form of
ctlonallsm, The basts of this factlonalm is opportunism. These people bave
en engaging in subjective analysis.
his subjective analysts does not allow
for proven scieotitlc thought about revolutionary struggle, about class struggle.
They are ba.alcally opportunists. An
opportunist ts one who wlll try to cause
factions 1n the party. This may work on
many levels: overt spontaneity ts an
eDmple. We have an organization, a
revolutionary organJ.zaUon and this organlzatton bas rules, It bas revolutionary
principles and It adopts revolutionary
tactics. The organization makes analysts
objectively and NOT SUBJECTIVELY.
We make analysts from political theory
as to how things are going and as to
bow things are movtngandwhatwe should
do to destroy the capttallsttc system,
To ·mamta1n th!s we have a form of
crlUctsm and self-crtUcsm within internal party operations. This ts very
'. important for each lndlvtdual 1n this
Party. Some of those
haven't accepted self-crltlcsm are basically OPpurtunist and they wlll do things lha
are negative to the Party. CULTURAL
NATIONALISTS AS A WHOLE CANNOT
STAND SELF-CRITICISM, but tt Is vital
for our party lo order to keep us honest.
To really be dedicated to revolutionary
changes for poor black and oppressed
peoples in this country.
MOVEMENT: Have there been other
aspects of the purges, such as an tntenslflcatton of political education?
BOBBY:
have had an tntenslflcation
of poUUcal education at this time. Many
of the brothers who come off the block
are not hip to reading sometimes, but
we found that brothers begin to relate
a lot more when they read the Red Book,
or when they begin to read the Essays
of the Mlnister of Defense. Then they
begin to relate to what the Party really
is. They get an understanding of the Party
functtontng for the people.
Tb!s intensive political education ts
very necessary for them to learn, for
them to know the theories, the revolutionary theory. They must have the theory
down and the theory tells them how to
place it into practice and by placing 1t
into practice they learn many, many
things. Tbls ls very necessary for us to
do.
Presently tbe Party isn't laldng in
any more new members. For the next
three to six months we wm be concentrating on raising the PQlltlcal understanding within tbe Party to a very high
level. At the same time we wlll be going
forth with our community programs.

we

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
MOVEMENT: Which community programs are you concentrating on now?
BOBBY: Tbe four key programs we are
trying to implement are: tbe breakfast
for cblldren which ts going on now; tbe
petition campaign for the community control of the police; · free bealtb cltn1cs
1n tbe black community; and black Uberatloo schools in the black community,
Some people are going to call these
programs reformist but wet re revolutlonartes and what they call a reformist
program ls one thlngwheD the capitalists
put 1t up and it's another thing when
the revolutionary camp puts tt UD.
Revolutlonarles must always go fortb
o answer the momentary desires and
eeds of the people, the poor and opressed people, whtle wadngthe revoh•

t

1t:tonary struccte. It's very important be1:ause tt strengthens the people's rev-:
lutlonary camp while 1t weakens the
amp of the capttaltst power structure.
he struggle ls loriga.Qdhardandwehave
found that the pigs wlll attack up and try
o &boot us and try to kill us. They wlll
se cultural nationa.llsts to helP them do
t. They wlll try to stop these proerams
cause the plg power strucutre bu
ore sense than tbe cultural nationa.llsts.
t knows that the revolutionary programs
e are· putting forth are weakening ht,
camp. So be tries to strengthen bis
camp by usln&: • Negroe~, by using
tegers.
OVEMENT: wm you talk concretely
about how a breakfast for chlldren program weakens the plg power structure?
BOBBY: Yes. First let me explain what
tbe program ls. We bave Black Panther
:P&rty members wbo get up at 6:30 in
the momtnc to be down at the churches
in tbe black community by 7 o'clock
to prepare food to serva to the achool
l<lda by 7:30.
This weakeos the power structure because the business men ID the black community are the ones wbo have tQ donate
to this program. We_ bope to pt this
going around the country--that of every
dollar that a racist capltallst (or any
kind of businessman, be be black or
white) a penny of tt ts gotng to have to
come back to the community. The very
businessman who exploits the community
must begin to give at least a penny
back. And it's organized tn sucb a way
that those pennies accumulate a bell of.
a lot of food for every dollar and that
food goes into the stomachs of the chlldreo in the black community,

SOCIALISM
This ts a soclaUsttc program. We
take lt away from the big businessman.
The pollttclans, u they were really
honest, would have instituted this a long
time ago as a means of strengthening
his camp and be mtght still try to co-opt
tbls program and he wUI probably ,use
some cultural natlonallsts to help him.
But we' re going to leave it in the camp
of the people.
We are making use of the churches
1n the black community that are not used
in the early mornings. This program
also helps more people in tbe community
to relate to the party. They see that
the party ls not a bunch of a varictous
fools. We have kicked out tbe people
who robbed those banks and robbed
taverns and Uquor stores for 200 and
300 and 80 dollars. We are concerned
with the desires of the people and
naturally the people are going to relate
to what the Party is trying to put together for them. They wm relate to the
fact that the Party ls really trying to
erve them. We go down there to work,
o put this program together. They
ecome involved because they are comunity people, and there's not even a
reacher ln any church (preachers have
lways brainwashed the black people)
ho can deny a breakfast for childre n
rogram. There's not a businessman
or a demagogic poUtlcan arowid who
an deny a breakfast for children prb,,; · '- . ...,..
ram and get away with lt.
Tlie first businessman who says he
in't gonna donate, we're gonna tell the
ople in the black community •Don' t
uy from h1m•. Why? Because he won't
onate one penny of every dollar for
ome breakfast from some children beore they go to school in the morning.
t•s a socialistic program. We'reeducatng the people through a practical tunctlontng operation of a soctallsUc program. Once the people see a soc1alistlc
program ls valuable to them, they won't
throw 1t away, By practicing socialism
they learn lt better.

SERVE THE PEOPLE
A revolutionary organization has to
maintain and righteously serve the people
and not just jive them. And when the
people see that we• re not Ji vtng the}" re
going to relate to that. Because tt' s
their program. We're gtvtngeverypeony
we get to them. It's thetrs--we say lt's
tbe people's money.
as Huey bas said, •we are oDly
like oxen to be ridden by tbe people.
A strong detachment that the people
can always use to serve them or when
crisis comes forth. The Party tries
to help solve their problems, to aid
and assist the people and see that their
ba.stc political desires are answered.•
These are the porcrams that we are
working on. Free bealtb cllnics in the
black community wben we get those going.
We are going to institute free health
cllntcs. FREE health clinics. The word
•tree". They talk about freedom 1n very
abstract, superftctal rhetoric. FREE
breakfast for cblldren. Now we got some
freedom working. Free..., health clln1c,
11ee wbat l mean--that' s freedom.
There's something materially valuable
there, something for the survt val of our
people. Free to live. Llke Huey P.
Newton says, •every man on the face
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of this earth bas a rtgbt to ltve, therefore he bu a rtgbt to work•. That's
baste.
That's why free health clinics, community control of the poUce, free breakfast · for the children. This ls what
freedom really ls--and much, mucb
more in the tuture. It's rot to be materially valuable; tt' s got to be constructed and organb.ed and Us got to
relate to the poUUcal needs and desires
of the ~ple.

LIBERATION SCHOOLS
MOVEMENT: Tell us some of your
thlnklng about the UberaUon scbools
and how they are (01Dg to operate.
BOBBY: We plan to startteacblngscbool
eblldren from btgb scbool all the ~ay
down to rrammar scbool. WW re trytng
to get eome of the collece brothers
to _pork on this and some bave reaJ)ODdedJ We felt that the flret thlJlg to be
implemented bad to be tbe breakfUt
for cblldren proeram. Bat at the same
Ume we know that the tlds tntbeacboola
haw Sot to be taught about tbemselvea,
tbetr black btstory, tbe c.1aa system
ud wbo cbel.ts wbo--not the nme bullabU tbey get DOW, So the blaekllberatlon

cluHa wW bectn sooa Ul1nC the same
cburcbes ln the afteI'DOOII after tbe klds
cet wt ol ecbool.
We plan to bave dlfferent proerams
for the dlffereat levela. At the b1cb
school level we wm probably teach
more about revoluttonary prtnclples.
On tbe crammar school level we wW
probably teacb more about black history, about the avartclous pies. We
are golne to teacb little black klds bow
to identify not ooly a white pig, but
also a black plg. We want to get rid
of the UnCle Toms and the pork chop
naUonallsts. That's very important,
We' re going to be ta1k1ng about down-

~~s th:OJ19:P:~fi::; c:,~r~1~~o~
white, who are the same: exploitative.
The pigs used the black bourgeolse
class and a lot of Jive white llberals
to perpetuate and strengthen their racist, capitalist camp. They say that the
government ls •an right", that they
have •a war on povert:y" and •we•re
not really robbers and thelves. Now
the new president Is coming ln and
he's hollartng •black capitalism•. He's
thinking the more niggers I can get to
be black capitalists the more I can
trick the rest of them niggers In the
field out there. But there ls a Black
Panther Party O\lt thereandwe•restrenghtenlng the revolutionary camp of the
people . Every capitalist that's In the
black community, and we don't give a
damn what color he Is, is going to donate son iething to the black people. Mextcan- Amf' rfcans can do the same thing.
The poor whites too, 1f theY'd just
open th(' \r minds, can do the same thing
So it' .s uot llmtted to black people oDly·
these kinds of programs.
'
Everybod}" s wondering about how
come we don't get federal tunds, No.
We' r e not going for that. That businessman, that capltallst in the commwitty
that• s been robbing us, we can get
more from him. And that's where It's
gonna come from.
MOVEMENT: How do you Intend to
force the capltalists in the black community to pay for these programs?
BOBBY: Through the use of the power
of the people. The power of the black
.community manifested tn the Party.
The businessman In our community is
subjected to the black community and
we can run him out of business overnight if he don't want to go for lt.

EXHAUSTING
ALL POLITICAL MEANS

MOVEMENT: You have a petition campaign for a program of community control of the police. Tell us how this
campaign ttts into the strategy of exhausting all political means in the course
of the str;uggle.
BOBBY: We go forth into the black
community and people's consciousness
ts raised by the attacks that the plg
power structure has made upon the
Black Panther Party and upon the black
community at large even before the
Black .Panther Party got started. It has
been raised to the level where they say
"down with the pigs•. How? That's very
important.
How do we continue to raise their
consciousness to another level? Exhaust
au political means. We will use the
apparatus of voting tn this country. The
com muntty control of poltce ts nothing
but an operation by which we put on the
ballot for the people at large, the masses,
to vote. To say that the present police
department should be abolished and a
new one established that comes directly
from, ls run by, and set up by the community,
If the voUng operation does not wtn
or U they gerrymander the votes then
the pig power structure wlU be exposed.
It wlll be saying, •we· re not going to
be removed. We don't give a damn
abollt the people's rig_ht to vote". The
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POWER
TO THE
PEOPLE
people wUl bave their consciousness
raised. They wtll say, • We voted you
out and now yodre saying we don't
have a right to vote you out•. The
people will say, •You're not a poUcer.,an anymore, U you shoot anyone 1n
lbts community you're committing murder as far as we' re concerned.
. U we don't win, U we get less than
0% of. the vote then we have a working
~orce, That's a revolutlooary force.
bat's a strenrtb@nlng of the revoluonary camp. U we get only a quarter
of the votes that's the foundaUon that
the revolutionary camp ts relying on
tn terms of moving around. We can
sWl go fortb and ret more signatures
and ro for another ballot and continue
to try and educate the people more.
Meanwhlle what's golng to be hap,.
pentng? Tbe pig power structure is
going to be making attacks on those
who are tr)'lng to tnttlate tbe struggle.
That's very important. Once they make
an attack the people are going to pt
more pissed off and they are gotne to
clearly see bow Just becauae we went
throtJ«b what they call a•Iegalproceas•,
that' a supposed to be for the people,
we get attacked and sbot and murdered.,
That raises tbe consciousness of the
people.
By ustne all means to exhaustion the
people become very clear as to what
they have to do. The people themselves,
at large, wW run and ott the plc power
structure and cbaDce tbe aystem; ctanp
the system for a better one.

ORGANIZATION'S GROWTH
MOVEMENT: Would you comment OD
tbe growth of the orpntu.Uon nationally and some of the problems thls

has caused.

·

BOBBY: Tbe attackstbatbavecomedown
agatnst _us bave bad some poatUve results, so to speak. We gave the wbole
year of 1968 to the pigs and thank them
for organizing our organtzatton. Of
course these attacks have also caused
losses and considerable problems. In
Seattle, three brothers have been kllled,
but there have been two pigs kllled and
nine wowided. In Denver they raided
our office and in Newark they bombed
the office. In New York there has been
a lot of trouble, with the pigs jumping
on the brothers, ,
Tfiey have tried to lnttmldate us. Each
chapter has had the same problems
that the central heaquarters has had.
But we• ve stood up against them and the
organization ts still growing. One of
the key problems has been keeping the
chapters supplied with our organ, THE
BLACK PANTHER, the Black Community News Service. This is key because
we know from studying revolutionary
principles that the organ ts a real organizing tool In terms of directly contacting the masses and relatlng to building their consciousness.

~=~
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re very opportunistic, at first. Every
~tme we are attacked we get hundreds
f new members just flushing in. The
People don't Uke us being attacked.
Once in a while we get cultural natlon•llsts as new members. We try to teach
them that the only culture ts a revolutionary culture. To get them to understand thls in a very broad sense. Wewant
brothers who are black nationallsts and
at the same time internaUonallsts. They
have to understand that they must be
Internationalists because this ls a
people's struggle as a whole, And black
~pie Just happen to be a moving vanguard force within the confines of racist
America, putting forth this revolutionary
struggle and a!dlng and contributing to
the world wide struggle.
i Since the attacks by the pigs all through
1968 did so much to build our organlzaUon
the power structure ts using another
technique and that is to try to use
cultural nationalists to trytode.stroyour
organization so they can make It look
like they aren't tbe ones. But the Party
knows and we understand that lt' s really
the puppeteer, the PlC" power structure
Itself, from the FBI and Nixon all the
way down to the local major and the local
pigs who are uslng the cultural nationalists. So we• re going to get rid of the
cultural nationalists and that's all part
and parcel of changing the system as
a whole. •
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school hungry..
.
In Oakland, California, the peot,Ie
under the leadership and guidance
of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY

smashed this evil chain, took destiny into their hands and moved to
collectlve~y feed their own chnaren
and this is where the important as-

pects of this undertaking lie. Our
party knew along with anyone else
who had eyes to see and ears to
listen, that our chlldren were going
hungry, Bue this is where our party
differs from previous parties and
groups that claimed to have the
peoples ' interests at heart, Our
party is a revolutionary party made
up of activists and is a party that

I
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courageously follows the examples
of putting words and ideals into actio n as exemplified by our founder
and Minister of Defense, Huey P.
Newton, Huey P. Newton holds that
a machine is not functional unless it
produces what it is designed to pr oduce, Our party took this basic desire and need of our people and
brought it into real ity working alongside the people. Thus combining
theory with practice.
To the halfbaked, the narrowminded and the avaricious fool,
this may seem as though th BLACK
P ANTiiER PARTY now endorses
reform action and ls no longer interested in revolution. What these
persons fail to see is that by developing a blueprint that the people can use to solve their problems
and by showing that it can be done,
our party takes another step forward on the path of successful revolution.
Unlike the bourgeoisie and petty
bourgeoisie groups that operate on
federal funds and poverty grants
and breed nothing but distrust and
disunity, unlike pork chop na
tionalists organizations like the Los
Angeles based US which openly goes
into business with the capitalist
class riding on the backs of the
people, exploiting and oppressing
the people and murdering to weaken
the peoples' revolutionary camp,
the core of our party comes from
the workers and the masses and all
our actions are designed to strengthen the people's revolutionary camp
and not the enemies' reactionary
camp. Our party correctly understands the necessity of our people
caking part in collective socialist
actions and ridding ourselves of all
selfish petty bour geoisie individualistic tendencies through hard work
and self-sac rifice, The party members a nd pa r ents ar e there five

REFORM OR REVOLUTION?
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children a day, 11-!E BLACK PANTHER PARTY realizes the r espons•
ibllity and the bur den we bear . Our
pilot progr am will soon be extended
throughout our communities to
e very single child who wants it .
Ou
arty is f b
d t
th
p~pl~: and ca~ ' neJ~r a; vo~~ it~
self fro m the interests of the peole
P •

A Black child sits in a classroom
and stares aimlessly out the window, In front of the class with her
back turned, a teacher addresses
the class and at the same time writes
arithmetic problems on the blackboard. Thi teacher teaches, using
examples and talks about taking
14. apples and dividing them with 7
fr1~nds and ending up with 2 apples
ap1ece. At the sound of the word
apple, the Black child's face looks

The chain was broken: a free ral government pays some of its and rejoiced at having ''escaped•
breakfast program was borninOalc- .§_enators not to grow food on their from the ghetto, knows that this
land.
land and also destroys thoUsands of hunge_r exists. All the .civ:fl r ights
tons of wheat every 2_ years.~h!!orgamzat1ons with thel.I' midd l e
happens though is that to give away class orientation know th~t this hunThe breaking of this cbatn opens wheat would lessen the price of ger exists and have resources and
up a new era in the B_lack colony of wheat on the open market and profits manpower to do something about it.
Afro-America. The important as- would be in danger. So the ruling but instead of concentrating on the
pect of this era lies not merely in class sees this food give-away as real and important needs ofth epeothe face that the chain was broken certainly not in their bestinterests, pie for food, the class weaknes s of
but in the manner In which it was which is always measured in dol- bourgeoisie society surfaced and
broken. The capitalists ruling class lars and cents and never in human their true allegiances showed them-

~k8t::! ~:t:t~=;isw~~~h:~
to the 14 apples and he wishes
he had something to eat. The teacher
in the meantime drones on and on
about remainders and quotients. The
result of this ts that the child falls
farther
behind.
root
cause ofand
thisfarther
problem
is not1be
mental

:::~i~e:d~!~~~;:!~~1;
All powe r to the people
and petty bourgeoisie individualism
Black p:,wer to Black people
and went off chasing a false dream
of integration into a sick society
Panther Power to the Vanguard.
and a moral instead of a political
problem, and our children went to
Landon Williams
,,.....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,._,_ _,._ _,.....,....._,_..,._ _ _ _ _ __,_...,.,.__.....,_...__...,....__ __,.,.__,.....,_

turns

incapabilities or cultural deprivation. but HUNGER.
It's a vicious circle that Black
people are caught up in this country.
They TELL US, you're hungry because you•re poor .•• You're poor
because you haven't got the best
jobs ..• You can't get the best
jobs because you're uneducated, and
you're uneducatedbecauseyoudidn't
learn while you were in school, and
you didn't learn while you were in
school because you weren't interesteii. And every time the teacher menifoned .5. apples or 6 bananas, your stomach growled. How
can a person be expected to pay
attention and learn about history,
math, science and other subjects
that are abstract to his reality
when his mind is concentrating on
a very real and concrete problem?
Where is the next meal coming from?
The people have cried for relief
without getting it for too long. The
BLACK PANTHER PARTY standing
as a true representative of Black
people's desires and needs, realizes
that this vicious circle and chain of
events must be broken, it cannot
and must not be allowed to continue. In the words of our chairman Bobby Seale,

"THE BLACK PANTHER
PARTY is going forth to
make sure the desires and
needs of the people are
answered.~

~~:t~/~~:t~:nC: ::t!iso~u~:~~ suffering or !Ives.
to eliminate it. The proof of this

lies in this government's own conThe vacillating Black bourgeoisie
gressional report on hunger in class who claim to have made it on
America. At the same time that it their own and who have historically
acknowledges this hunger, the fede- paid Up service to the oppressor

Breakfast for School Children
OAKLAND, California -- The National Advisory Cabinet to the
tnack Panther Party ts working with and tor st.Augustine Episcopal
Church's program: breakfast in thP morning rot' Oakland's school
children in thP blark community.
All chlldn•n In gram ·1mr schools and growing young adults tn
Junior High &:hoots can rect'tVP frf'e, FULL BREAKFASTS In the
mornings bpfon• thPy go to school, The first or there breakfasts
w111
o,w ho:Jr
lwfore
school
hours Center,
at St. Augustine's
27th Pxist
and WPsl.
and the
Black
Com ,nmfty
at 42nd andChurch,
Grove
Slrc>!'ls. t"VER\" SCHOOL Mt)!lNING.
ThP National Advisorr C;\blnPt and church mf'mbers are ca111ng
0:1 all mo~hPrs and o~hns who w:u1t to work with this revolutionary
progr~m or makin~ surf' th:tt OtJr youn1t have tun stomachs before
goinE' to school. ThP schools and the Bo:ird or Educatton should have
h:.111 this proir~m lnsatutP<l a lo,1i tfmt' agov How can our children
IPnrn an.vthfn.~ whPn mo3t o~ their stomachs are empty? Black
pf•Ople in the Bla~k Communltv-mnthcrs, welfarp rectptents, grandmothns, i:uardlans. and mhprs who arft trying to raise children In
thP h:ac~ co.nrnunltv whert> rarls'.:s oppress us - are asked to comrfo:th to work a;.11 support this nP<'di•d program, soul rood: grits, eggs,
brP;,'1. and mPat for thP stomachs Is whPre it's al when ft comPs to
propPrly prppat ing oJr chfldren for Pducatton. LET'S DO IT NOW.
Suppo;t this community pro~am,
Tho;e who want to vo~untPPr thPlr work eVf'ry morning or PVerv
o~hn mnrninK can conw to thP BLACK PANTHER PARTY CENTRAL
HEAD".;IUAR TERS at 310G .Shattuck Ave., Bnkeley or contact Father
NiPl at ihf'S<' num:-, rs: 534-0·'.i84, P!l3-1016. Jn~Prf'sted pr>rso.1s may
also conta<'l Ruth A;-cktord Smith at 893-8211 or stgn up with othn
com.11unity pPoplPs and c\tlr.Pns for full stom:1chs ant! better Pducatlon of hl:1ck c-hlldrPn,
0

w~ urge as many mo~hers and other black citizens as possible to
U'llte With this COMMl.JNIT'l-BLACK PANTHER PROGRAM, We are
also asking all businesses throughout the black community to donate
the necessary food and uter.slls topreparethefoods tor our children.
Call the 8'ack Panther Otnce at 845-0103or845-0l04. Everythlnr of
value donated to BREAKFAST FOR CHTI.,DREN is tax deductable.
Items or funds m:1.y be sent c/o st. Augustine Episcopal Chur ch. JUst
let us know, both bla'!k a..,d white communtttes and ctttzens, what
you can don1.te in mooey, time>, etc.
Thank you
, - - - - --

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ,
BREAKFAST FOR SCHOOL CHTI.,DREN
I WOULD LIKE TO DONATESEND OONATIONS TO ST. AUGUSTINE'S
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 2624 WEST ST,, OAKLAND

• Mo;wy
OTlmP
• Food or

Enclosed ls $ _ _ _ __
UtPnslls-state Kind and Quantity Below

If Business Include for
your tax exPmptlon
NamP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A1jress _ _ _~ - - - - - CitY._ _ _ _ __
s ~ a t " - - - - - - - - - - Zip _ _ _ _ __

!.,:::,===========-~---==-~
MAKE CHECKS TOo BFSC-ST. AUG USTINES CHURCH
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PORKCHOP
The Propagators of cultural house niggers as tools to divide
nationalism are no more than the the field niggers from their move
super natural nonsense they expose. to liberation.
They are for the most part only a
reflection of the nationalist bour- Let us first define the house niggeoisie. They epitomize the ideal- ger and the field nigger, The house
ism of Ron Karenga, the high priest nigger is the type of scum that will
of psychedelic rhetoric and Pork break his neck to please his slaveChop nationalism. We must draw a master. Furthermore, he constsclear line of demarcation between tently shouts Black Power, I'm
ourselves and the enemy, be they Black, and his hair is usually fixed
ball-headed, pork-chop nationalists, in a natural. We realize that this
or the avaricious racists, of this im- is not a criteria for the liberating
perialistic system. The pork-chop of our people. It fa detrimental to
nationalist is very dangerous to the our people and is only a reflection
revolution, because his external ap- of white Racism. They shout Black
pearance is that of a Black man. Capitalism which is Black Pigisml
He is used by the pig power structure to continue the suppression We're not going for it any longer,
of Black people, and to undermine because four hundred years of opthe revolution.
pression and a history of rebellions
are directly related to sell-outs,
We say we know where it's at, filthy reprobates, and traitors.
and it's up to the BLACK PANTHER
•
PARTY to expose and to denounce
The field niggers, that's us, are

!:!:

~!:s:ebiff~i:; :~~to:uiin ~:e:v~~ : : ::~s ;~o
t:a~l:~~:1at~~~
to the people.
can be no peace between the mas~er and the slave until ~e slave
We know that you, the people, is free or the master 1s dead.
despise cheap rhetoric spoken by It's time to intensify the struggle
these reprobates, that repeat the and to call a spade a spade, a snake
words of the slave master.
a snake, a dog a dog, and a pig a
pig, be he Black or White. Because
We as a peopl~'s party ~nder- the people are going to deal with it
stand that the racISts are usrng the by any means necessary.
1

CAPITALISM
Niggers talk about capitalism.
They refer to it, when a Black person is in business to make a profit,
as ·stack Capitalism." This socalled "Black Capitalism is not good
for the masses of Black people, The
black bourgeois and cultural
nationalist seem to believe that
anything with the word black in
front of it is good for the masses.
The word capitalism and the use of
capitalism by the power structure
has done only two things for the
Black masses. le has exploited our
people and shot us into four hundred
years of black madness.

we were slaves. Even after 1865 by the power structure to put the
the power structure exploited our Black-bourgeois in a position to
people who worked in the field and further exploit the masses. It is
built this country, when cotton and still part of the struggle to keep
tobacco were king.
the people oppressed. It is notmerely a race struggle but a class strugNow the capitalist along with his gle. The black •so-called capitalbla't:k counterpart are still exploit- ist, • as it was in times of slaing the masses with sloganism and very, is nothing more than a house
trickology. The white capitalist, the nigger given crumbs off the table
same one who 8 few years ago was of the power structur~ to appease
producing products to straighten him, It does not only appease him,
hair and turn skin lighter, is making but puts him in a position (so he
products to "help us have a natural thinks) that ls better (class-wise)
look." He has even taken our hair, than the position of the field nigger,
the hair he makes fun of, and has put
natural wigs on the market, He and
If the masses take a good look
That bone-nosed f?ol in Wasnmg- these capitalistic niggers have taken they can see that black-capitalism
ton, D. C. is spounng about Black African styled clothes and have mass will never benefit them. The things

J;:':!it:~;

~8!i\~l ist"; e~;~oi~~lti:~a~f
~~d~:~? ~~~ 0t~t ~~h;I~~m~~e;~a~ ::s~s;;_:;i: : : :;::t,a:0 ~:;,
of Blacks bv Blacks.
4 nd I'm Proud" set, at prices they and knowledge we can better help
The coun_try was founded and built can hardly afford. These people ~e masses break away from, and
on capitahsm at the expense of sell things at a tremendous mark- finally defeat, the slave-master.
the Black masses. From the time up to Black people in their Black
we set foot on this continent until community while the community itThe new term •s1ackCapitalism"
now, the power structure has used self is in a state of slow decay.
ls nothing but the same old stew
and exploited black people for their
)warmed over.
own capital gain. We were exploited This black capitalism as set forth
before 1865, or as they say, when in Washington is nothing but a move
By Jolly
0

WHO DECIDES FOR THE BLACK COMMUNITY?
aff~~~y th!ec::i~:;s ;;eB~a~e whi~h
in their communi . Thes:~ecf:'i~nse
have effect on th~ kinds of schools
Black children ttend th
th
law is enforceda the 'kin~ ':,?job!
held by Bl ck ' 1
d th typ
of liticai8and~in:~~~str:crur:
under which Black people ·n I"
The question is
h
kwi thive.
decisions? Black w~p~a ;,~.t ~:~
cide for themselves. The answer
to the question is bvi
Th d _
cisions are made
e e_
0
ly whites Whites who
n~~~
the com~unity make decisio: ~a~
affect the lives of Black
1
Black people are still rele:J :~
a position of subservience and
treated like immature children by

:y :Ii~s.
u::·

community yet they have no say example, whites who perpetuate this or any other program can do is to
about ~e things .that affect that brutal, genocidal, an? racist social change a f~w ~nsightly phys~cal
community. They either totally lack system are now paymg themselves characte_rist1cs m a community,
the necessary power or they fail large sums of money to "correct" Even with these minor changes,
to utilize the potential_ pow~r they it.
however, the people who really need
do ha_ve to make decisions m their
assistance will not reap the beneown_ interest. Conseque~tly, white If this program ru~ truetoform, fits. They will, in all probability,
r _a cists are constantly m a posi- as is thus far indicated, Blacks be forced to move so that fancy
uon to decide what's good for the (with the exception of a few token middle-class apartments and subBlack community.
representatives allowed to partici- di.visions can be built -- which
pate for the sake of ap~arances) w~ only make more money for
The so-called Model Cities Pro- wil1 be "allowed" only mmor par- white-owned realty and construegram is a prime example of how ticipation in the making of decis- tion companies and hastily estabthis works. The M.C.P.• , like all ions. As usual, the same whites lished white-controlled non-profit
poverty programs, outlines certain who exploit and brutalize Blacks corporations and foundations.
goals which are supposed to be are going to take it upon thembeneficial t~ Bl_ackpeople.However, selves to make decisions for Blacks
the human1tar1an goals of these -- and alsomakeaconsiderablesum
~rojects become obscured and turn of money Ln the process.
What must be realized also is

a.i!~:tl:~

:::c:~~o=

cation programs, because of the
manner in which they are implemented and conceived, do more to
perpetuate than change the system
that has brutally exploited and suppressed Black people.
.
What the Black community really
needs is POWER and not another
money-n:iaking project for the .white
commu~ty. O~c~ we have pawer
(econom1r, polmcal and brarn) we
will 1>e able to repair our own communtties, without waiting until
whites say that it should be done
and then proceed to tell us in what
ways we must do it.
Once we have power, we will be

the white ruling class.
:~8
g:~ti~a!,oo~: Under these clrcumstances, the
of::::;::;~all~ able to decide for ourselves.
Black people occupy • particular their greedy hands into them. For only •gooo." that a Model Cities Anti-poverty and urban rebilblltDynamite

OCTOBER 1966 BLACK PANTHER PARTY PLATFORM AND PROGRAM
WHATWEWANT
WHAT WE BELIEVE

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny
of our Black Community.

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able
to determine our destiny.

2.

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and
MURDER of black people.
We believe we can end police brutality in our black community
by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to
defending our black community from racist police oppression
and brutality. The Second Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States gives a right to bear arms. We therefore believe
that all black people should arm themselves for self defense.

We want full e mployment for our people.

We believe tha t the federal government is responsible and
obligated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income.
We believe that if the white American businessmen will not give
full employment, then the means of production should be taken
from the businessmen and placed in the community so that the
people of the community can organize and employ all of its
people and give a high standard of living.

8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state,
county and city prisons and jails.
We believe that all black people should be released from the
many jails and prisons because Shey have not received a fair and
impartial trial.

9. We want all blo.ck people when brought to trial to be tried
in court b a jur of their eer rou or eo le from their 'tlack'.
communities, as de ined by the Cons'\.itution o the United States.
3. We want an end to the robbery
Black Community.

by

the white man of our

We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now
we are demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two mules.
Forty acres and two mules was promised 100 years ago as restitution for slave labor and mass murder of black people. We will
accept the payment in currency which will be distributed to our
many communities. The Germans are now aiding the Jews in
Israel for the genocide 6f the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racist has taken part in
the slaughter ofover fifty million black people; therefore, we feel
that this is a modest demand that we make.

4.

We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings.

We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent
housing to our black s_ommunity, then the housing and the land
should be made into cooperatives so that our community, with
government aid, can l;)lild and make decent housing for its people.

We believe that the courts should follow the United States
Constitution so that black people will receive fair trials. The
14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to
be tried by his peer group. A peer is a person from a similar
economic, social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racial background. To do this the court will be forced
to se,iect a jury from the black community from which the black
defendant came. We have been, and are being tried by all-white
juries that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man"
of the black community .

10. We want land, bread, housin , education, clothin , ustice
and peace. nd as our major political objective, a United Nationssupervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony In
which only black colonial subjects will be allowed to participate ,
for tl\e purpose of determining the will of black people as to
their national destiny.

5. We want education for ur eo le that ex oses the true
nature of this decadent merican socie y. e want e uca 10n a
teaches us our true history and our role in the present-day

~
We believe in an educational system that will give to our
people a knowledge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of
himself and his position in society and the world, then he has
little chance to relate to anythfr1g else.

€.

We want all black men to be exempt from military service.

We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in
the miHtary service to 'defend a racist government that does not
protect \Js. We will not fight and kill other people of color in the
world who, like black people, are being victimized by the white
racist government of America. We will protect ourselves from
the force and violence of the racist police·and the racist military,
by whatever means necessary.

FREE HUEY NOW

GUNS BABY GUNS
• 'f
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RULES OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA ••
E\Cry ml'mhl'r of lht· BLACK PAN"I IIER PART, lhroughoul lhi-.
counln of rnci-.t America mu.,1 abide hl lhe-.c rull'-. a., fuuc.-fiou:11 mcmhen, uf lhi-. 1>arl). CENTRAL C0:\1~11 I l'EE llll"mhl·r-.. Ct:N·I RAL
STAf<"FS, and LOCAi. STAFFS, indudina: all captain., -.uhordinafc to
either national, ,tall', :md lot·al leaden.hip of the BLA('K PANTHFR
PARTY will enfcm:e tht·-.l' rull'.,. Length of .,u,,pc.•11,ion or olhl'r di.,.
ciplinar) aclion lll'Cl'..-.arl for ,iolation of the,e rull', \\ill depend on
national deci,iom, b) national, -.tatc or .. 1a1c area. and local t.·ommiUcc.,
and -.tafr, whl'n> 'o:tid rule or rull'!'i of lhc BLA('h. P -\:'\iTIIFR P -\R I\

w•:RE VIOLATED.
E"cr) ml'mbcr or the 1mrl) mu!'>f kno\\ thc,e ,erh:1111111 b) ht·arL
And a11pl} fhl'm dail). F.ach nwmhl'r mu-.1 re11orf :m} "·iol:llion of the,<'
rule., lo lheir leader,hip or the} :irl' counh'r-re,olutionar) :ind ;:1re al-.u
-.ubjl'Cft'd tu -.u,1>en,io11 h} the BLACK PANTHER PART\".

TIIE RULES ARE:

HUEY NEWTON
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
THE BLACK PANTHER
BLACK COMMUNITY NEWS SERVICE
PUBLISHED WEEKLY
BY THE
BIACK PANTHER PARTY

EDITORIAL STAFF
OF
THE BLACK PANTHER

CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Politkol Pri1oner:
Mini5ter of Defense
HUEY NEWTON

Minister of Defense
HUEY P. NEWTON

Chairman
B086Y SEALE

Editor
Minister of lnformotion
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
Managing Editor
Deputy Minister of Information
FRANK JONES
Revolutionary Artist
and lay•out
Minister of Culture
EMORY DOUGLAS
Contributing Editors
(Positions Open)

Choirmon
BOBBY SEALE
Minister of lnformgtion
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

Chief of Staff
DAVID HILLIARD
Field Manha I$
UNDERGROUND
Minister af Education
GEORGE MURRAY

I. No parl} member can ha"e nart.·otic.. or Wt'ed in hi!> pO'>!>C!'>.,ion
while doing party work.
2. Any party mt'mbcr found 'ohootin1,.: narcotio. will be t'Xpt'lled from
lhi!> party.
3. No 1>arl}' member can be ORUNK whill' doing dailJ 1mrtJ work .
..J. No party ml'mt>cr "ill viola le rull'!> relating to omce work, gcner-JI
meeting!'> or lhl' BLACK PANTHER PARTY. and meeting.., of lhc
BLACK PANTHER PAR"I Y ANYWHERE.
5. 1'/"o parl) member will USE. POIN"I, or FIRE :i Wl'apon of an}
kind unnece~arily or acddenlally at an_}-one.
6. No part) member can join an) other arm) fort.·e other tlmn the
BL.ACK LIBERATION ARMY.
7. No part} member can ha\C a weapon in hi., po,!ic-..,ion while
DRUNK or loaded off narcotic, or weed.
8. No parly member will commit an}' crimes again.,I olhl'r 1mtlJ
member. or BLACK pco1,le al all. and cannot ,teal or lake from fhl'
people , nut e\Crt a nl'edlc or a piece of thread.
9. When arre,tcd BLAC.:K PANTHER MEMHERS will ghl' onl)
name, addre""• and will !>iJ:!n nothing. Legal fir,I aid mu.,t he under,food
by all Part} member.ii.
10. "ll1e Ten Poinl Progrnm and 11latform oflh<' BLACK PANTIIER
PARTY must be known and undcr,lood by each Part} member.
11. Part} Communicalion!-> mu!->t be National and Lot.·al.
12. The 10-10-10-program .. tumid be known by all members and
ah,o unden.tood b) all memhl'r,,
13. All Finance officer, will opcraft' under the juri-.diclion of tlw
Ministr}' of Finance.
14. Each person will submit a rl'Port of daily work.
15. Each Sub-Section Lc-ad<.'r Section Leader, Lieute nant, and
Captain must submit Daily _reports or work.
16. All Panthers must learn fo opcr-Jte and ~nicl'" weapon!> correcllJ.
17. All Lcader,hip pcn.onnel who expel a member tnU!>l i.ubmil thi-,
information to lhe Editor of the Newspaper. i.o that ii will be publhhed
in the paper and will be known by all chapters and br-Jnchci..
18. Political Education Cla!,!,es arc mandatory for gcncrnl membcrship.
19. Only office pt'rsonnel assigned to respective offices each day
should be there. All others are to !>ell papt'rs and do Political work out
in the community. including Caplains, Mction Leaders, etc.
20. COMMUNICATIONS - all cha piers mu!>t i.ubmil weekly reporb in writing to the National Headquarters.
21. All Branche!> must implement First Aid and/or Medical Cadres.
22. All Chapters. Bmnche!>, and componcnh of th<' BLACK PANTHER PARTY must submit a monthly 1-' inancial Rt'port lo the Mini!>try of Finance, and ali.o the Central Committee.
23. EHryonc in a leader.i.hip pmition must read no less than two
hours pt'r da} fo keep ahrem,t of the changing political situ:1lion.
2..J. No chapter or branch shall accept grJnb, po,erty funds. moue}
or any other aid from any goH•rnment agency without contacting the
NationatHeadquarler-i..
25. All chapters musl adhere to the policy and lht' ideology laid
down hy the CENTRAL COMMlrfEE of the BLACK PANTHER
PARTY.
26. All Br-,mchc, mu.,1 i,ubmit wel'kl) reporb in wriling to their re!'>pl'Cliw Chapters.

Mini$ter of Finance
MELVIN NEWTON
*Minister of Foreign Affain

Editoriol Auistant
(Position Open)

•Minister of Judice

Student Editon
(Positions Open)

Prime Mini$ter
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Distribution Manager
VIRTUAL MURRELL

Communications Secretary
KATHLEEN CLEAVER

Circulation
SAM NAPIER

Minister of Culture
EMORY DOUGLAS

' TIie editorial and production cost of THE BLACK PANTHER Newspaper have increased considerably. We would like to continue
lncreasina weekly circulation and our national and international news coverage. To do this we need your aid. Please send
.us news items, general information, and contributions. Help us
distribute and get new subscriptions to The Black Panther
11wspaper. Submit to:

BLACK PANTHER NEWSPAPER
3106 SHATTUCK AVE.
BERKELEY, CALIF.

El POINTS CF
ATTENTION
I) Speak politely.
2) Pay fairl)' for what ) 'Ou buy.
3) Return everything )OU bornrn.
•O Pay for :rnything you damage.
5) Do nol hit or ~"cur al people.
6) Do not d~1magc properly or crop, of the poor, oppressed ma,ses.
7) Do not take liberties with ,,omen.
8) If we ever have to take capti\.'CS do not ill--trcat them,

3

MAIN RULES CF
CISCIPLINE

I) Obey orders in all your actions.
2) Do not take a single needle or a piece of thread from the poor and
oppressed masses.
3) Turn in everything captured from the attacking enemy.

10 POINT PROGRAM
AND PLATFORM OF THE
BLACK STUDENT UNIONS
We want an education for our peo_,Ple that exposes the true nature of this
decadent American society. We want an education that teaches us our true
history and role in the present day society.
We believe in an educational system that will give our people a knowledge of
self. It a man does not have knowledge of himself and his position in society
and the world, then he has little chance to ~late to anything else.
I.
WE WANT FREEDOM. WE WANT POWER TO DETERMINE THE
DESTINY OF OUR SCHOOL.

We believe that we will not be free within the schools to get a decent
education unle~ we are able to have a say and determine the type of
education that will affect and determine the destiny of our people.

"IMPORTANT" BLACK
STUDENT UNIONS
The BLACK STUDENTS UNIONS have formed a state Union
process of organirJna: on • national level. We
call upon all BLACK STUDENTS to unite.
•
If your BLACK STUDENTS UNION hasn't become a member or this
UNION or BLACK STUDENTS UNIONS send a letter or tel<gram pvln1

or B.S.U.'s, and are in the

information about your B.S.U. and the conditions that exist within your
area. Become a part of a united movement of B.S.U.'s and stop moving
on an individual bases. Together we will become the most effective orpnl•
zation on this earth; divided we are weak.
Send your letter to:
BLACK STUDENTS UNION
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
3106 SHATTUCK ST.
\IERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

2.
WE WANT FULL ENROLLMENT IN THE SCHOOLS FOR OUR
PEOPLE.

We believe that the city and federal government is responsible and
obligated to give every man a decent education.
3.
WE WANT AN END TO THE ROBBERY BY THE WHITE MAN OF
OUR BLACK COMMUNITY.

We believe that this racist government has robbed us of an education. We
believe that this racist capitalist government has robbed the Black Community
of its money by forcing us to pay higher taxes for less quality.
4.
WE WANT DECENT EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, FIT FOR THE
USE OF STUDENTS.

We believe that if these businessmen will not give decent facilities to our
community schools, then the schools and their facilities shoi.lld be taken out
of the hands of these few individual racists and placed into the hands of the
community, with government aid, so the community can develop a decent and
suitable educational system.
5.
WE WANT AN EDUCATION FOR OUR PEOPLE THAT TEACHES
US HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE PRESENT DAY SOCIETY.

COMING SOON

THE
BIOGRAPHY OF

HUEY P.
NEWTON

We believe that if the educational system does not teach us how to survive
in society and the world it loses its meaning for existence.
6.
WE WANT ALL RACIST TEACHERS TO BE EXCLUDED AND
RESTRICTED FROM ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

We believe that if the teacher in a school is acting in racist fashion then
that teacher is not interested in the welfare or development of the students
. but only in their destruction.
7.
WE WANT AN IMMEDIATE END TO POLICE BRUTALITY AND
MURDER OF BLACK PEOPLE. WE WANT ALL POUCE AND SPECIAL
AGENTS TO BE EXCLUDED AND RESTRICTED FROM SCHOOL
PREMISES.

We believe that there should be an end to harasment by the police
department of Black people. We believe that if all of the police were pulled
out of the schools, the schools would become more functional.
8.
WE WANT ALL STUDENTS THAT HAVE BEEN EXEMPT,
EXPELLED, OR SUSPENDED FROM SCHOOL TO BE REINSTATED.

We believe all students should be reinstated because they haven't received
fair and impartial judgment or have bee~ put out because of incidents or
situations that have occured outside of the schools authority.
9.
WE WANT ALL STUDENTS WHEN BROUGHT TO TRIAL TO BE
TRIED IN STUDENT COURT BY A JURY OF THEIR PEER GROUP OR
STUDENTS OF THEIR SCHOOL.

We believe that the student courts should follow the United States
Constitution so that students can receive a fair trial. The 14th Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by a jury of his peer
group. A peer is a person from a similar economical, social, religious,
geographical, environmental, historical and racial background. To do this the
court would be forced to select a jury of students from the community from
which the defendent came. We have been and are being tried by a white
principal, vice-principal, and white students that have no understanding of the
"average reasoning man" of the Black Commµnity. ·
IO.
WE WANT POWER,- ENROLLMENT, EQUIPMENT, EDUCATION,
TEACHERS, JUSTICE, AND PEACE.

_As our major political objective, an assembly for the student body, in
which only the students will be allowed to participate, for the purpose of
determining the will of the students as to the school's destiny.
We hold these truths as being self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. To secure these
rights within the schools, governments are instituted among the students,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, that whenever
any Corm of student government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the
right of the students to alter or abolish it and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its power in such form
as to them shall seem most likely to etrect their safety and happiness..
Prudence, indeed, will dictate tl\at governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes, and accordingly all experiences have
shown, that mankind are m0re liable to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than
to right themselves by abolishing the fosms to which they are accustomed. But
when a long train of abuses and force, pursuing invariably the same object,
reveals a design to reduce them to absolute destruction, it is their right, it is
their duty, to throw off such a government and to provide new guarm for
their future security.

By Bobby Seale
and Those Who
Know Huey. With
an introduction by
Eldridge Cleaver.
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SOUL ON ICE?

..N']TEI\
.
...,.,.

j

"IT IS ONLY A MATOF TIME UNTIL
THE QUESTION QF
THE
PRISO'NER'S
DEBT TO SOCIETY
VERSUS SOCIETY'S
DEBT TO
THE

PRISONER IS INJECTED FORCEFULLY INTO NATIONAL AND STATE POLITICS, INTO THE CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS S'l'RUGGLE, AND INTO THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE BODY POLITIC. IT IS AN EXPLOSIVE ISSUE
WHICH GOES TO THE VERY ROOT OF AMERICA'S SYSTEM OF JUSTICE,
THE STRUCTURE OF CRIMINAL LAW, THE PREVAILING BELIEFS AND
ATTITUDES TOWARD A CONVICTED FELON." (SOUL ON ICE, P.59)
Eldridge Cleaver ,made the decision to politically exile himself
November 27th, on the ba,;;is that the Adult Authority made an outlaw deci.sion, and that he has been denied his constitutional right to due process of
law.

his contempararies. Not only was there absence of cause for the cancellation of parole, it was the product of a type of pressure unbecoming, to say
the least, to the law enforcement paraphernalia of this state."
Cleaver is in palitical exile because a man of his convictions cannot
get justice here. Indeed, ifwe are to give more than lip service to. the concepts of freedom and justice we must support him, The work to get him .
discharged from parole must continue. An intense publicity campaign is
necessary now to bring to the public the legal defense and arguments
which were carried to the courts with no satisfaction. We must all work
together to focus attention of this case. This is not an issue of one man's
freedom, but a broad struggle which affirms the right of all of us to speak
out politically in this country. If Cleaver is not allowed his freedom, it--is
just a matter of time until all our freetloms are further reduced. His is not a
personal ~truggle but a political one.

The revocalion of Cleaver's paro]e wall' illegal, becam1e no parole
violation was committed.

The Adult Authority parole board has Ll'ied to maintain that Cleaver
violated his parole by having a rifle in his possession, and by associating
with individuals of bad reputation. This contention, we will show, is false.
The Adult Authority version contradicts the Superior Court order itself:
" ••• Cleaver's only handling of a firearm (the rifle) was in obedience.
to a police command. He did not handle ahand gun at all. There was noth, ing one way or the other to show a conspiracy or a situation calling for the
application of the doctrine of aiding and abetting. Hence, nothing supported either the possession of a firearm o~ the assault charge.
As to the charge of association with individuals of bad reputation, the ·
report indicated that two or three of those named had ..police records," but
nothing to show whether any had been convicted of anything, or whether
Cleaver knew of their arrest record." .(Superior Court c.t. 137, 138, 140,

.MW

.

•

.

I i•

Paro]ee Cleaver was denied due process of law by being denied
opportunity to p_resent his case.

Why was Cleaver returned to prison as ajarole violator if documented evidence to the contrary had been presente in his defense? To answer
that qy~stion, one must examine the Adult Authority. This hoard has the
. right to arbitrarily revoke or suspend parole on any individual. At the same
time, the Adult Authority maintains-falsely-that Cleaver has the opportunity to defend himself at a hearing. This is how it works:
·

..A parolee is s~rved with violation charges, is interviewed, is given a
hearing (before the Adult Authority itself, the charging party) at which the
parolee 111ay 'plead' to the parole violation charges, and is· afforded an op-'
portunity to present his defense.''
0 At the 'hearint a parolee is .E!enied the right to counsel, may not
have an independent and impartial officer to conduct the hearing and make
decision." (Petition for Hearing in the Supreme Court, p: 17)

Not only does the Adult Authority hold secr~t hearings, but it also
1'efuses to notify persons under its jurisdiction of its procedures, or of its
variable definitions of -what constitutes a parole violation. This secrecy and
vagueness is in direct violation of federal law which requires agencies to
publish their procedures "for guidance of the public."
·

SPONSORS
f por11alli.,1in11:/

WRITERS

Benrand Rus,ell
James Baldwin
Murray Kempton
Allen Ginsberg
HerbenGold
Kay Boyle
Ckcar Lewis
Terry Southern
Norman Mailer
LeRoiJones
Lawrence Ferlinghetti
Andrew Kopkind
Dwight MacDonald
Donald Duncan
BarbaraGar;on
Maxwell Gebmar
JohnGerassi
John Gunther
Paul Jacob~
Je,sicaMitfor d
Richard Gilman
Julius Lc~ter
Rot.en Crichton
DW. Dupee
Edgar Friedenberg
Marcu, Raskin
W.H.~rry
Jack Newfield
Nat Henthoff
Su,an Sontag
Robert Lowell
Jane Jacob,
Hortense Cali~her
Harvey O'Connor
Truman Nehon
Charle, V. Hamilton
Stanley Kunitz
Stanley k.aufman

Eldridge. Cleaver is a victim of na~ed, shaf\1eless political perse<.·ution. As Judge Sherwin puts it:
.
" ... The uncontradicted evidence presented to this c:ourt indicated
that the petitioner had been a model parolee. The peril to~his parole status·
stemmed from no failure of personal rehabilitation, but from his undue ·eloquence in purSuing political goals, goals which were offensive to many of

THEA rll.E, f· 11.MS.AlffS

Godfrey Cambridge
Jules Feiffer
O¼ie Davis
Malvina Reynoh.h
Ruby Dee
Shirley Clarke
Saul Landau
Ed Bullins
Gil Turner
Open Theatre
El,a Knight Thomp,on
John Carpenter
Robert Bru,tein
Richard Schechner
Saul Gottlieb
Delphine Seyrig
Roger Pie
Dugald Stermer
R.G. Davi,

IABOR

Jim Lennon
Sidney Len~

PROFESSORS

Han~ Koingsberger
A,hley Montagu
Conor Cruise O'Brien
Douglas F. Doud
D F Flemin&
C. Wade Savage
Donald Kalish
Howard S. Becker
Maurice Zeitlin
Sidney M. Peck
Noam Chomsky
Richard Lichtman
J.B. Neiland~
Montgom ry Furth
William Lindner
Stephen Smale
Donald B. McLeod
Cyril Ep~tein
Roger Dittmann
A.K. Bierman
0. Revaull d.Allonne~
Madeleine Riberioux
Laurent Schwanz
A. Sohoul
Staughton L ynd
'-1USIC
David Amram
POI lTICS

Reie, Lopez Tijerina
Je-.,c Gray
Floyd McKi"ick
Jame, rorman
Julian Bond
Tom Hayden

-MariaJolas
Deni<i Berger
.hlhY.F!!.l!Q.n
Mrs. Betty Shahazz
S1okcly Carmichael
Carl0gbby
AITORNFYS

Harr Nier
Len Holt
Mal Burnstein
Paul Halvonik
Sherwin A. Shayne
Eugene Deikman
M. Lafuc-Veon
M.R. Plasson Stibhe
Gi,clc Hahmi
John Thome
PHYSICIANS

0 \car Ramho. M.D.
Philip Shapiro. M. 0.
Carlton Goodlett, M.D
Robert E. Grecnherg. M D.
EOIT()RS

Angu, Cameron
Irving Bcinin
Arthur Wang
Aaron A,her
Joe Fox
Richard Huett
J.R.Talbo
Marilynn Meeker
Leo Huherm In
Carey McWilham,
Roben Silver<,
JohnJ. Simon
Theodore Solotaroff
POLITICAL PRISONER
HUEY NEWTON

I --------------------- - --------------·
INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE TO DEFEND ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

uPetitioner (Cleaver) is immediately and seriously prejudiced by the
Adult Authority's unlawful refusal to publish its regulations, since he is to
be imprisoned by virtue of an action which the Adult Authority still seeks
· to garb in this 'veil of secrecy.' (Petition for Hearing in the Supreme Court,
p.12)
Yes, the Adult Authority acted unjustly and illegally. Its decision was
an outlaw decision. Cleaver had no chance of obtaining "justiee" from
these Star Chamber proceedings. Why then wouldn't the U.S. Supreme
Court hear Cleaver>s case? There are, we believe, three reasons why the
case wasn't accepted. The first is that any fair minded court would obvious•
]y have released Cleaver, thereby setting a precedent. The second is that
thousands of cases of alleged parole violation from all over California and
other states would be subject to reversal, Thirdly, the illegal functioning of
the Adult Authority would come under attack. The U.S. Supreme Court just
couldn't afford to consider the Cleaver case during this turbulent period.
.

'Julian Mayfield
Emile Capouya
Tana de Gamez
Muriel Rukey~er
Arthur Wa~kow
Carlos Mon~ivai,
George Hitchcock
Tillie Olsen
Jean Paul Sartre
Mrs. Richard Wright
Chris1iane Rochcfon
Julia Wright Herve
Daniel Guerin
Yves Loyer
Gerard Chaliand
Mourad Bourboune
J. Sempnm
Juliette Minces
David Welsh

I would like to join the efforts of all those who are working to defend Eldridge Cleaver from political persecution.
·
Please add my name to the list of sponsors of the International Committee
to Defend Eldriqge Cleaver. ·
·

I e\iclose
. .
to assist the legal expenses and the Committee's
campaign to p11bhc1ze and promote Eldridge Cleaver's defense,
I can volunteer some time to help the Committee
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date

,,

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - State - ~ - - - Z i p _ __

II .Profession - - - - - - - - - Organization or Tille _ _ _ __
I ICDEC, 495 Beach Stmet, San Francisoo, Calif. 94133
,!

Robert Scheer, Djrootor

---
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HELP
NEEDED
Give Your Time And
Talent To The Black
Liberation Movement
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BLACK PANTHER
PAPER
NEEDS:
TYPISTS,
WRITERS,
TYPESETTERS,
STENOGRAPHERS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ANO OFFICE
EQUIPMENT.

POCKET LA)VYER OF .
LEGAL FIRST AID
Stop By
National Off ice
3106 Shattuck Ave.,
Berkeley, Calif.
Or Call
845-0103 or (4)
Leave Name, Address
& Telephone No.

·········································~
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BLACK PEOPLE:
KEEP YOUR GUNS
CALIFORNIA ANO FEDERAL GUN LAWS

This article ls to serve as a guide for the members of the BLAa< PANTiiER PARTY and ts not to
be construed as a substitute for competent legal counsel.
..
12001 -- A concealable firearm ts any firearm having a barrel less than 12 inches in length.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I·
I

1202S -- Any person caught with a concealable firearm CONCEALED on their person or within any
vehicle is guilty of a m.Jsdemeanor.
12026 -- No license ls required for any citizen 18 years or over to keep a legal napon in their
home or place of business. C>ome weapons require federal regtstratton.J
12027 -- Persons exempt from Section 12025 includes inembers of any club or organization organized for the purpose of practicing shooting at targets upon established target ranges, whether public or private, while such members are using firearms upon such target ranges, or while going to and
from such ranges.
12031 -- Except as provided in subdivision _(b), every person who carries a loaded firearm on his
person or in a vehicle while in any public place or on any public street in any incorporated city or
in any public place or on any public street in a prohibited area of unincorporated territory is guilty
of a misdemeanor.
(b) Persons who are using target ranges for the purpose of practice shooting with a firearm, or
who are members of shooting clubs while bunting on the premises for such clubs,
1
(c) ln order c,o determine whether or not a firearm is loaded, pigs are authorized to examine any
firearm carried by anyone on his person or in a vehicle while in any public place. Refusal to allow a
pig to inspect a firearm constirutes probable cause for arrest.

(h) Nothing in this section is intended to preclude the carrying of any loaded firearm, under
circumstances where it would be otherwise be lawfu.J, by a person who reasonably believes that
the person or property of himself or another is in immediate danger and that the carrying of such
a weapon is necessary for the preservation of such person or property.

I
I
I
I
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(l) Nothing in this section shall prevent any person from having a loaded weapon, U it is otherwise lawful, at his place of residence, including any temporary residenc~ or campsite.
12552 -- Every person who furnishes any firearm, air gun, or gas-operated gun, designed to fire a
bullet, pellet or metal projectile, co any minor under the age of 18 years, without the expressed or imp!R!c{ permission of the parent or legal guardian of the manor, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
12560 -- Any felon who owns. has in his possession or u;der his custode or control any firearm
is punishable by imprisonment in the State Prison not exceeding 15 years, or in a county jail not exceeding one year and/or by a fine not exceeding $500.

This pocket lawyer is provided os a 'means of keeping biack
people up to date on their rights. We are always the first to be
arrested and the racist police forces are constantly trying to pretend that rights are extended equally to all people. Cut this out,
brothers and sisters, and carry it with you. Until we arm ourselves
to righteously take care of our own, the pocket lawyer is what's
happening.
1. If you are stopped and/or arrested by the police, you may remain silent; you do not have to answer any questions about alleged crimes, you should provide your name and addre~s only if
requested (although it is not absolutely clear that you must do so.)
, But then do so, and at ull time remember the fifth amendment.
2. If a police officer is not in uniform, ask him to show his identification. He has no authority over you unless he properly identifies himself. Beware of persons posing as police officers. Always
'get his badge number and his name.
3. Police have no right to search your car or your home unless
they have a search warrant, probable cause or your consent. They
may conduct no exploratory search, that is, one for evidence of
crime generally or for evidence of a crime unconnected with the
one you are being questioned about. (Thus, a stop for an auto
violation does not give the right to search the auto.) You are not
required to consent to a search; therefore, you should not consent
and should state clearly and unequivocally that you do not consent,
in front of witnesses if possible. If you do not consent, the police
will have the burden in court of showing probably cause. Arrest
may be corrected later.
4. You may not resist arrest forcibly or by going limp, even if you
are innocent. To do so is a separate crime of which you can be con•
victed even if you are acquitted of the original charge. Do not resist arrest under any circumstances.
5. If you are stopped and/or arrested, the police may search you
by patting you on the outside of your clothing. You can be stripped
of your personal possessions. Do not carry anything that includes
the name of your employer or friends.
7. Do not engage in "friendly" conversation with officers on the
way to or at the station. Once you are arrested, there is little likelihood that anything you say will get you released.
8. As soon as you havA been booked, you have the right to complete at least two phone calls-one to a relative, friend or attorney,
the otb_er to a bail bondsman. If you can, call the Black Panther
Party, 845-0103 (845-0104), and the Party will post bail if possible
9. You must be allowed to hire and see an attorney immediately.
10. You do not have to give any statement to- Hie police, nor do
you have to sign any statement you might give them, and therefore
you should not sign anything. Take the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment~, because you cannot be forced to testify against
yourself.
11. You must be allowed to post bail in most cases, but you must
be able to pay the bail bondsmen's fee. If you cannot pay the fee,
you may ask the judge to release you from custody without bail or
to lower your bail, but he does not have to do so.
12. The police must bring you into court or release you within 48
hours after your arrest {unless the time e?ds on a week-end or a
holiday, and they must bring you before a judge the first day cour1
'is in session.)
13. If you do no' have the money to hire an attorney, immediately ask the police to get you an attorney without charge.
14. If you have the money to hire a private attorney, but do not
know of one, call the National Lawyers' Guild or the Alameda
County Bar Association (or the Bar Association of ydur county) and
furnish you with the name of an attorney who practices criminal
laW.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

BLACK BOOKS,

FEDERAL LAW

1

(1) Title X of the Civil Rights Act provides that anyone who demonstrates, manufacturers, transports, or teaches the use of firearms, explosives, or incendiary devices for use 1n riots or civil
disorders may be imprisoned for up to 5 years and fined $10,000.
(2) Title VU of the Crime Co!ltrol Act states chat felons, veterans discharged other than honorably,
mental incompetent, aliens illegally in the United Stares, or former U.S. citizens who have renounced
their citizenship, who possess, receive, or transport interstate any firearm may be punished by a
fine of $10,000.
(3) The National Firearm Act requires that a$200tax be paid on each transfer of any fully automatic
fire.arm, rill~ with barrels Wlder ~ inches, shorguns with barrels under; 18 ind!.es, ~y rifle or sho,gun under 26 inches overall, or silencers. The Ace also requires that the $200 tax be paid on the making of any firearm that meets the speclficatlons listed above.
THE FOLLOWING LAWS BECAME EFFECTIVE ON DECEMBER 16, 1968

(1) Only a licensed manufacturer or dealer may ship or transJ)Ort interstate any firearm (other
than a rifle or a shotgun) or any ammunition to anyone but a licensed dealer or manufacturer. (Llcensed importers may also ship and receive all firearms and ammunition interstate,)
{2) No one but a licensed dealer, manufacturer, or im~rter may receive in his state of residence
any .f.irearm (other than a rifle or shotgun) that has be"en obtained by him outside his state of residence. .
•
(3) ohl.y a licensed dealer, manufacturer, or importer may give, trade, transfer, transport, or
deliver any firearm (other than a rifle or shotgun to anyone living in another state.)
(4) To receive or transport in:o any state a firearm that caMot be legally purchased in that state
ts a federal offense.
(S) Only a licensed dealer, importer, or manufacrurermaysbip or transport in interstate commerce
any fully automatic weapon or any sawed-off shotgun or rifle, .
This article is not intended as a substitute for competent legal counsel.
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PHONE, (415) 658-0~3~

5800 GROVE ST. OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
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REMEMBER

BROTHER MALCOM
Born,May 19, 19_25

MINlm-ER OF DEFEN~E
HUEY P. NEWTON DEFENSE FUND
- - - - - Pl•os• Clip ond Moil to - - - - - - -

P. 0. BOX 318
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94701

Nam•-----'------

Assassinated, Feb. 21,1965

addr•H - - - - - c i t y - - - -
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NEEDED: TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
BREAKFAST
FOR
SCHOOL
CHILDREN

HUEY POSTER $1.00

MINISTER OF DEFENSE, HUEY P. NEWTON SAYS,
"THE SPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE IS GREATER THAN
THE MAN'S TECHNOLOGY."

BUT TO MOST EFFECTIVELY COMBAT THE INJUSTICES OF THE PIG-STRUCTURE, THE SPIRIT OF THE
PEOPLE SHOULD LEAD THEM TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY GREATER THAN THE "MAN'S!" THEN WE
WILL MINIMIZE OUR LOSSES WHILE WE WAGE THE
REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE)

Effective January 20th
7,30 am till 9,30 am
Monday thru Friday
at the
St. Augustine 's Episcopal Church
2624 West St. Oakland.
for information
call Father Neil at 534-6684
or
893 -1016
Ruth Beckford Smith at 893 -8211
or inquire at
Black Panther Party
National Headquarters
3106 Shattuck St.,
Berkeley, Calif.

BROTHERS, SISTERS, AND ALLIES IN THE
REVOLUTION - WE NEED ALL TYPES OF

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:
FOR DEFENSE
FOR FINANCING
FOR OFFICE WORK
FOR TRANSPORTATION
FOR HEALTH AND FIRST AID
INTERESTED PARTIES SHOULD ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE.TO:

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SUBSCRIPTION FORM .•.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

- THE BLACK PANTHER

•

~.

BLACK COMMUNITY NEWS SERVICE

NOW AVAILABLE ...

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BYTHE

ESSAYS

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Enter my subscription for (check box):

National
Subscriptions

Foreign
Subscription,

3 MONTHS: (13 ISSUl-:S).

$2.50

$3.00

by

6 MONTHS, (26 ISSUES) ............ "']

$5.00

$6.00

. . :I

$7.50

$9.00

HUEY P. NEWTON

ONE YEAR: (52 ISSUES). . ....

[.

FROM THE

MINISTER OF DEFENSE

WITH FORCEFUL INTRODUCTION BY

(please print)

GEORGE MURRAY

NAME

BLACK PANTHER
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

ADDRESS

--ONLY 75c __
OUT-OF-STATE ORDt.RS: $/./JO
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CITY
STATE/ZIP I

COUNTRY
PLEA.SE MAIL CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
~AN FRANCISCO, CA 94126
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AVAILABLE AT All

BLACK PANTHER PARTY OFFICES
MAIL-ORDE RS M/>Y SE SENTTO·
(N OTE , PLEASE INCLUDE ' 0' 'OR POSTAGE & HANDLING)

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126
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THE BLACK PANTHER

MONJ}AY, MARCH 3, 1969
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We will fight and fight from this
generation to the next

